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1I. ABSTRACT
The effects of changing economic conditions-on nuclear
energy costs were studied for a.461 net electric megawatt,
zircaloy 4 clad pressurized water reactor. This is a contin-
uation of the study sponsored by the East.Central Nuclear
Group, Inc. of New York, New York. A similar reactor, but
clad with stainless steel, was studied by Donald L. Trapp,
formerly of MIT. His results were presented in his Master of
Science thesis dated September, 1962. The calculational
procedures described in Trapp's thesis were also used in
this portion of the study.
The average burnup range studied was between 12,000 and
39,000 megawatt days per tonne of uranium. This corresponds
to feed enrichments between 2.00 and 3.50 w/o U-235. Batch
and three and five zone out-in fuel management with uniform
chemical shim poison control were studied. The cost variables
studied were the cost of natural UF6, the cost of separative
work, fuel fabrication cost, reproc ssing cost, plutonium
credit and interest charges on fuel.
Five zone out-in fuel management gave the lowest fuel
cycle cost for each feed enrichment and each cost basis. This
was due primarily to the continued decrease in UF cost and
fabrication cost as the burnup of any particular feed enrich-
ment was increased by increasing the number of zones. Even
for the highest average burnup studied, the fuel cycle cbst
for every cost basis and every fuel management procedure was
on the left hand side of the minimum of the fuel cycle cost
versus burnup curve except for the cost basis in which a
reduced fabrication cost was considered. With three zone
out-in fuel management and 3.10 w/o enrichment, the average
burnup was about 30,000 mwd/t. For this case, the net
equilibrium fuel cycle cost, using an 80% load factor, was
1.82 mills/kwhe for present cost conditions, with interest
charges on fuel at 4.75%/year, and 2.08 mills/kwhe with interest
charges on fuel at 12%/year. For three zone out-in fuel
management and 2.75 w/o fuel enrichment, the fuel cycle cost
increased by 0.1 mill/kwhe for each of the following changes:
increase in interest charge on UF6 of 4.63%/year; increase
in cost of natural UF6 of $3-03/kgU; increase in cost of
separative work of $4.65/kgU; increase in fabrication cost of
$15.63/kgU; increase in reprocessing cost of $20.05/kgU, and
decrease in plutonium credit of $2.48/gmPu.
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5III. INTRODUCTION
This report covers in part a study of the effects of
changing economic conditions on energy costs in pressurized
water reactors. Contained herein are the complete results
for a zircaloy 4 clad prepsurized water reactor. The
results for a stainless steel clad pressurized water reac-
tor are covered in the Master of Science thesis (Tl) of
Donald L. Trapp, formerly of MIT. This entire study was
sponsored by the East Central Nuclear Group, Inc. of New
York, New York.
The calculational procedures used in this portion of
the study are entirely similar to those described by Trapp
(Tl) and the results contained herein are presented in a
format similar to Trapp's. The only text material in this
report is explanations of significant differences from
corresponding text in Trapp's thrsis.
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6IV. INPUT DATA
The detailed design data for the reactor were furnished
by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation (Hl) and are shown
in Table 4.1. These data were reduced to the FUEL code
and MOVE code input data shown in Table 4.2 and 4.3
respectively. The composition of zircaloy 4 was obtained
from references (P1) and (SIl). The cost input data for
both the stainless steel clad and zircaloy 4 clad studies
are given in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.
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7Table 4.1: Reactor Design Data (Zircaloy 4 Cladding)
Item
Total heat output
Total electrical output, net
System pressure
Average coolant temperature (H 0)
Fuel rod outside diameter (cola)
Clad thickness, zircaloy 4 (cold)
U02 pellet diameter (cold)Rod lattice pitch, square (cold)











s, fast fission factor
T, Fermi age to thermal energy
pmod' resonance escape probability for
non-fuel materials
0 saepi (U02 ), epithermal scattering
cross-section for U02
Fuel enrichment, w/o
p8, U-238 resonance escapeprobability
Thermal disadvantage factors
4 H2 0 = ZH20/ fuel
4 clad = clad/ fuel































































































































9Table 43: MOVE Code Input Data (Zircaloy 4 Cladding)
Item Enrichment Units2.00 2.75 3.50
R* 151-13 - - cm
H 309.68 - - cm
6R 7.5 - - cm
6H 7.5 - - cm
ZSYM 0.0 - -
DBSQU 1.2401x10~4 1.2365x10~4 1.2346x 10 cm-l
PFAST 0.98456
PDENAV 66.288 - kw/liter
RMAX 3.0 - -
ERROR 0.001
DELCRT 0.001
DELTD 0.03836 - years
CHIT 1.0 - -
* This Is the outer radius only. In any particular run,
it is necessary to specify up to 10 radii, one for each
radial mesh point region.
Table 4.4: Cost Input Data
Symbol Value for Value for zir-
stainless caloy 4 study
steel study
Material fractions: 1. UF6  F(l) 1.000 1.000
2. Fabrication F(2) 1.000 1.000
3. Shipping F(3) 1.000 1.000
4. Reprocessing F(4) 0.990 0.990
5. U02 (NO) 2 to UF6 F(5) 0.987 0.9876. UF credit F(6) 0.987 0.987
7. Pu(NO)4 to Pu F(7) 0.980 0.980
8. Pu cr dit F(8) 0.980 0.980
UF6 loss during conversion and fabrication FLS 0.010 0.010, 0.005**
Fraction of core kept as spares SPPC 0.020 0.020
Plant load factor FLOAD 0.800 0.800
Net electrical efficiency GAMMA 0.3130 0.3130
Batch size of fuel for reprocessing* 1 zone WTF 68,078.0 kgU 63,423 kgU
3 zone WTF 22,692.7 kgU 21,141 kgU
5 zone WTF 13,615,6 kgU 12,685 kgU
Daily charge for reprocessing plant D4 17,100/day 17,100/day
U02 (NO3 )2 conversion cost: UF6 < 5% D51 5.60/kgU 5.60/kgUUF6 > 5% D52 $32.00/kgU $32.00/kgU
UF6 pre-reactor time, from time all fabrication payments have
been made TUPR 0.0767 years 0.0767 years
Fabrication pre-reactor time, from time all fabrication pay-
ments have been made TWPR 0.0767 years 0.0767 years
Time during which fabrication payments are made:
Initial or full core charge TFBP1 0.6667 years 0.6667 years
Out-in charge (1/3 or 1/5 of core) TFBP2 0.5000 years 0.5000 years
Fabrication time, for basing UF6 capital carrying charges:
Initial or full core charge TFBUl 0.5000 years 0.5000 years
Out-in charge (1/3 or 1/5 of core) TFBU2 0.3333 years 0.3333 years
Uranium post-reactor time TPOST 0.4959 years 0.4959 years
* Fuel weight =densityxfuel volume
** Cost basis 8 only
1-i
0
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Table 4.5: Cost Input Data for 8 Cost Bases
Cost Basis
Cost Parameter Symbol Units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Cost of natur-
al UF6 - $/kgU 23.50 23.50 12.93 23.50 12.93 12.93 23-50 23.50
Weight frac-
tion of U-235
in UF6 of zero
value 0 - 0.002531 0.002531 0.003192 0.002335 0.002989 0.002989 0.002531 0.002531
Cost of separ-
ative work CE $/kgU 30.00 30.00 30.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 30.00 30.00
Fabrication
cost C2 $/kgU
Stainless Steel 101.00 101.00 101.00 101.00 101.00 101.00 101.00 106.00
Zircaloy 4 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 104.00
Shipping cost C(3) $/kgU 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00
Pu(NO 3 )4 to Pu
cost (7) $/kgPu 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 1500.00 0.0 1500.00 1500.00
Pu credit C(8) $/kgPu 9500.00 9500.00 9500.00 9500.00 9500.00 0.0 9500.00 9500.00
Plant capital
cost C(14) $/kwe 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00
Operating cost (15) mills/kwhe 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
UF6 interest
excluding time
of fabrication FU per year 0.0475 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.12
UF6 interest
during time of
fabrication PUFB per year 0.0475 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
Fabrication
interest PW per year 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.12
Interest charge
on plant capital FCAP per year 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
Notes: a. XO derives from the cost of natural UF6 as well as CE. b. Changes from cost basis 2 are






Some important features of the zircaloy 4 clad reactor
performance are shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 and Figs.
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. The power density shapes shown in Fig.
5.2 have a more severe dip toward the center of the reactor
than do the corresponding curves for the stainless steel
clad reactor. For the same total energy release from a charge
of fuel, the feed enrichment for the zircaloy clad reactor
is less than the feed enrichment for the stainless steel
clad reactor. For the same total energy release, the same
number of fissions will have taken place in the stainless
steel clad fuel charge as in the zircaloy clad fuel charge.
The zircaloy clad fuel charge will have lost a higher per-
centage of its fissionable atoms than the stainless steel
clad charge, even when the buildup and depletion of fission-
able plutonium atoms are considered. The fuel charge moved
to the central zone of the zircaloy clad reactor will not be
able to carry as high a portion of its reactor's power output
as will the corresponding fuel charge in the stainless steel
clad reactor, so the power density will be lower in the center
of the zircaloy clad reactor than in the center of the stain-
less steel clad reactor.
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Table 5.1: Burnup and Ratio of Maximum to Average Power Density
(Zircaloy 4 Cladding)
Enrichment 2.00 w/o 2.75 w/o 3-10 w/o 3.50 w/o
Cycle Equil. Transient Equil. Transient IEquil. Transient Equil. Transient
Batch-
Cycle Number 1 1
Average Burnup 12054 20159 23310 27809
Maximum Burnup 17339 26690 30905 35543
R* initial 3.1361 3.1361 3-1361 3.1361
R, final 1.2359 1.1814 1-1726 1.1679
3-Zone.
Cycle Number 7 3 6 3 6 3 6 3
Average Burnup 17037 17402 26687 27141 30926 31494 36156 36846
Maximum Burnup 19123 20175 29251 30239 33808 34763 39510 40298
R, initial 1.9637 1.9779 2.4424 2.4093 2.6575 2.6254 2.8159 2.7838
R, final 1.3738 1.4015 1.4280 1.4883 1.4182 1.4463 1.4781 1-4955
5-Zone-
Cycle Number 8 5 8 5 10 5 9 5
Average Burnup 18341 18751 28603 29237 33370 34179 38550 39572
Maximum Burnup 20370 20821 30933 31590 35816 36665 41140 42201
R, initial 1.9912 1.9363 2.1511 2.1444 2.2567 2.2384 2.3170 2.3133
R, final 1.4648 1.4703 1.5389 1.5550 1.5505 1.5464 1.5635 1.5692
*R = Ratio of Maximum to Average Power Density.
Note: 1. Data is given for the equilibrium cycle, after which reactor properties
repeat periodically, and for that transient cycle for which the maximum
burnup is the greatest.
2. Burnup in MWD/tonne U.
g-J
Table 52: Variation of Burnup, Power Density Ratio and Fuel Cycle Costs with Time
After Startup (Zircaloy 4 Cladding)
Three-zone fuel management, 2.75 w/o enrichment-
Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Full power time 0.0 2.4065 3-3669 4.4001 5.4388 6.4744 7.5100
Start of cycle, years Calendar time 0.0 3.0081 4.2086 5.5001 6.7985 8.0930 9.3875
Burnup, average (mwd/t) 24533 26306 27141 26544 26734 26687 26687
Burnup, maximum (mwd/t) 26774 28749 30239 29249 29217 29251 29251
Max. to Avg. Power Density ratio, initial 3.1112 2.6315 2.4093 2.4285 2.4795 2.4424 2.4424
Cost (mills/kwhe), Basis 1 1.9670 1.9561 2.0080 1.8839 1.8803 1.8833 1.8833
Cost (mills/kwhe), Basis 2 2.1856 2.2143 2.3166 2.1085 2.1072 2.1109 2.1109
Reactor lifetime = 30.0994 years
Average fuel cost:
Basis 1: 1.9260 mills/kwhe




Table 53: Initial Reactivity
Cladding Enrichment, w/o CREACTOR
Stainless steel 3.00 1.147
3.75 1.217
4.50 1.270
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(The power density is given for the axial center mesh point.)
Figure 5. 2: Variation of the Radial Power Density Distribution with
Enrichment for 3 Zones and the Start of an Equilibrium Cycle
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B. Fuel Cost Results
All of the fuel cost results found in this study are
shown in Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 as a function of average
fuel burnup. The only curves which reach minimum values
before the highest burnups are attained are those for cost
basis 8 in three and five zone out-in irradiation. A
reduced fabrication cost is considered in cost basis 8.
Fig. 5.7 shows the fuel cycle cost components for batch
irradiation versus fuel enrichment. This curve is in lieu of
the cumulative type of curve, Fig. 7.2 used by Trapp (Tl).
The curves for 3 and 5 zone out-in fuel management are of the
same character as those shown in Fig. 5.7. This figure shows
the importance of high feed enrichment or high burnup on the
reduction of the fabrication costs.
The minimum total costs for the zircaloy clad reactor
for cost bases 1 through 7 are found at higher burnups than
are the minimum total costs for the stainless steel clad
reactor. This is primarily due to two reasons:
1. The higher fabrication costs of the zircaloy clad
reactor favor higher burnups.
2. The lower feed enrichments of the zircaloy clad
reactor result in lower UF6 interest charges.
Table 5.4 shows the difference in cost and the percentage
change in cost for different cost bases with respect to
cost basis 1. This corresponds to Table 7.3 shown by
Trapp (Tl). On page 58 of the latter, it is stated that for
the stainless steel clad reactor, the percent change in cost
"P"M "MI 11 1 11 " ""lop"M 1 11 - ------ _ _
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for the same enrichment but different numbers of zones is
nearly constant for any given cost basis. This is also true
for the zircaloy clad reactor except for cost basis 6, in
which the cost of natural UF6, the cost of separative work
and the value of plutonium are all reduced. Because of the
low feed enrichment for the zircaloy clad reactor, the
value of the uranium discharged from the reactor for 3 and
5 zone out-in fuel management is not great enough to cover
the costs of reprocessing and conversion. Because of this,
the total fuel cycle cost for cost basis 6 is reduced faster
than it otherwise would be as the number of zones is
increased. If one takes the results for cost basis 6 for 3
and 5 zone out-in management and adds to them the net loss
for reprocessing, converting and selling the UF6, the
percentage change in cost for the same enrichment but diff-
erent numbers of zones is nearly constant for cost basis 6
also. The differences from cost basis 1 for 3 zone management
and 2.00 w/o and 2.75 w/o enrichments are plotted in Fig. 5.8.
Table 5.5 shows the cost coefficients. In appendix B are
derived the equations for the cost coefficients for the
interest charge on UF6, fabrication cost, reprocessing cost
and plutonium credit. No simple equations can be derived for
the cost coefficients for cost of natural UF6 and cost of
separative work.
The cost coefficients for the fabrication cost and
reprocessing cost are constant for the fuel management
procedure and enrichment shown and may be used for all values
... &6,9e
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of these costs. The cost coefficient for plutonium credit is
constant and may be used if the plutonium credit is greater
than the conversion cost of $1.50/gmPu. As shown by equation
B-1 of appendix B, the cost coefficient for the interest
charge on UF6 is a function of the unit cost of UP6 feed and
unit credit for UP6. In other words the cost coefficient for
the interest charge on UF6 is a function of the cost of
natural UF6 and the cost of separative work. The cost
coefficient for interest charge on UF6 shown in Table 5.5
is for cost basis 3, i.e. cost of natural UF6 = $12.93/kgU
and cost of separative work = $30/kgU.
The cost coefficient for the cost of natural UF6 was
found by taking the difference in total fuel cycle cost between
cost bases 2 and 3 and dividing by the change in cost of
natural UF6. Similarly the cost coefficient for the cost
of separative work was found by taking the difference in the
total fuel cycle cost between cost bases 2 and 4 and dividing
by the change in the cost of separative work. These two
coefficients depend on the interest charge on UF6 . The
coefficients in Table 5.5 were calculated for an interest
charge on UF6 of 12%. These two coefficients are not
independent of the cost of natural UF6 or separative work and
treating them as constant will give only approximate results.
They should not be used outside of the range of the variables
studied.
The cost coefficients for the cost of natural UF6 and
the cost of separative work cannot be used simultaneously.
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Neither can the cost coefficient for the interest charge on
UF6 be used in conjunction with either of these two coeffi-
cients. As an example, consider the 2.00 w/o, three zone
case. In going from cost basis 2 to cost basis 3, the total
fuel cycle cost decreases by 0.3315 mills/kwhe due to a drop
in the cost of natural UF6 of $10.57/kgU. If this change
were offset by an increase in UF6 interest rate, use of the
cost coefficient in Table 5.5 would give an interest rate
of 33.8%. However, by considering the individual component
cost figures, one finds that an interest rate of 21.7% is
sufficient.
In summary, the cost coefficients for interest charge
on UF6, fabrication cost, reprocessing cost and plutonium
credit can be used to offset one another. The cost
coefficients for fabrication cost, reprocessing cost and
plutonium credit can be used to offset the cost coefficient
for the cost of natural UF6 or the cost coefficient for the
cost of separative work. The cost coefficients for the
interest charge on UF6, cost of natural UF6 and the cost of
separative work cannot be used to offset one another.
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Equilibrium Average Burnup (mwd/t x 10-3)
Figure 5.5: Variation of Equilibrium Fuel Cycle Cost with Equilibrium Average


































































Squilibrium Average Burnup (awd/t x 10-)
Figure 5.6: ariatign of Equilibrium Fuel Cycle Cost with Equilibrium Averaige
Nurnup for Five Zone Out-in Irradiation (Zircaloy 4 Cladding)
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Figure 5:7: Fuel Cycle Cost Components for Batch
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Table 5.4: The Difference in Cost and the Percentage Change in Cost for Different Cost Bases
with Respect to Cost Basis 1 (Zircaloy 4 Cladding)
Fuel Enrichment Cost Basis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Management w/o
Batch* 2.00 Fuel Cycle Cost 2.9257 3.1562 2.7615 3.0446 2.6659 3.1309 2.8495 2.6852
Cost Diff. 0.2305 -0.1642 0.1189 -0.2598 0.2052 -0.0762 -0.2405
% Change 7.88 -5.61 4.06 -8.88 7.01 -2.60 -8.22
Batch* 2.75 Fuel Cycle Cost 2.2804 2.5700 2.1655 2.4425 2.0548 2.4275 2.2274 2.2666
Cost Diff. 0.2896 -0.1149 0.1621 -0.2256 0.1471 -0.0530 -0.0138
% Change 12.70 -5.04 7.11 -9.89 6.45 -2.32 -0.61
3-Zone* 2.00 Fuel Cycle Cost 2.2413 2.4087 2.0772 2.3175 1.9995 2.2860 2.1681 2.0653
Cost Diff. ,0.1674 -0.1641 0.0762 -0.2418 0.0447 -0.0732 -0.1760
% Change 7.47 -7-32 3.40 -10.79 1.99 -3.27 -7.85
3-Zone* 2.75 Fuel Cycle Cost 1.8833 2.1109 1.7620 2.0032 1.6688 1.9293 1.8278 1.8732
Cost Diff. 0.2276 -0.1213 0.1199 -0.2145 0.0460 -0.0555 -0.0101
% Change 12.09 -6.44 6.37 -11.39 2.44 -2.95 -0.54
5-Zone* 2.00 Fuel Cycle Cost 2.1495 2.3094 1.9884 2.2220 1.9141 2.1454 2.0759 1.9870
Cost Diff. 0.1599 -0.1611 0.0725 -0.2354 -0.0041 -0.0736 -0.1625
% Change 7.44 -7.49 3.37 -10.95 -0.19 -3.42 -7.56
5-Zone* 2.75 Fuel Cycle Cost 1.8204 2.0403 1.7015 1.9366 1.6119 1.8269 1.7636 1.8151
Cost Diff. 0.2199 -0.1189 0.1162 -0.2085 0.0065 -0.0568 -0.0053
% Change 12.08 -6-53 6-38 -11.45 0.36 -3-12 -0.29
3-Zone** 2.75 Fuel Cycle Cost 1.9260 2.1587 1.8048 2.0492 1.7101 1.9793 1.8705 1.9141
Cost Diff. 0.2327 -0.1212 0.1232 -0.2159 0.0533 -0.0555 -0.0119
% Change 12.08 -6.29 6.40 -11.21 2.77 -2.88 -0.62
* Equilibrium cycle costs in mills/kwhe.
** Average costs over plant lifetime in mills/kwhe.
*** Cost bases are described on Page 11.
0.4
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Table 5.5: Cost Coefficients
These cost coefficients are prepared from the equilibrium cycle costs in three-zone out-in
fuel management (Zircaloy 4 Cladding).
Variable Increase Increase in Increase in Increase in variable
in fuel cycle cost fuel cycle
variable cost
(mills/kwhe) (mills/kwhe)
Enrichment, w/o 2.00 2.75 2.00 2.75
1. Interest charge onXJ#* 1%/year 0.0152 0.0216 0.100 6.58%/yr. 4.63%/yr.1*6 3
2. Cost of natural UF v* $1/kgU 0.0314 0.0330 0.100 $3.18/kgU $3.03/kgU
3. Cost of separative wdi $1/kgU 0.C182 0.0215 0.100 $5.49/kgU $4.65/kgU
4. Fabrication cost (C2) $1/kgU 0.00935 0.00640 0.100 $10.70/kgU 015.63/kgU
5. Reprocessing cost 10% of 0.0182 0.0116 0.100 55% of 86% of
present present present
6. Plutonium credit $/gmPu -0.0506 -0.0403 0.100 -41.98/gmPu -42.48/gmPu
1* The cost coefficients apply to variables 1, 2 and 3
independently of one another.
only if they are changed
2* The cost coefficient for variable 1 depends on the unit cost of UF6 feed and unit
credit as Uf6 of the uranium in the burned out fuel. The figures shown are for
cost basis 3.
3* The cost coefficients for variables 2 and 3 were calculated with an interest charge
on UF6 of 12%.




Table 5.6: Variation with Fuel Enrichment of Equilibrium Burnup
and Equilibrium Fuel Cycle Costs (Zircaloy 4 Cladding)
Fuel Management Enrichment Equilibrium Burnup Equilibrium Cost,
(w/o) (mwd/t) Basis 1 Basis 2(mills/kwhe)(mills/kwhe)
Batch 2.00 12054 2.9257 3-1562
2.75 20159 2.2804 2.5700
3.10 23810 2.1607 2.4825
3.50 27809 2.0837 2.4445
3-Zone 2.00 17037 2.2413 2.4087
2.75 26687 1.8833 2.1109
3.10 30926 1.8239 2.0831
3.50 36156 1.7739 2.0685
5.Zone 2.00 18341 2.1495 2.3094
2.75 28603 1.8204 2.0403
3.10 33370 1.7585 2.0087
3.50 38550 1.7235 2.0084
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VI. APPENDICES
Appendix A: COST Subroutine Results
Some printouts from the COST subroutine are given in the
following tables. The tables parallel those given by Trapp
(Tl). The cost printouts of the transient cycles are given
for the 2.00 w/o and 2.75 w/o three-zone out-in cases.
Table 6.1: Cost Data for Batch sad 2.00 wr/o Enrichment




-- AXT0AVRAE-OWR-ESV-.SAR-0-CCL,.0XE-=3--136------ - --.- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- - --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---
-- QENIRAi-Z0NE-DISGWARGL--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U 12054.
MAXIMiM RI-pIIt1 IN MWDITnNNE 1 = j1339
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 1.4249
-- UkANIUM-CNARGED-IN-KG-U-=-63423---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 62250.3
-- Ua.ANIU=235-W/0-IN.-ISCARGE-=--1.077----.-----...------.---------------------.....--------..--..--.---.---- ------.....---------
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 340.6
PIlrNiowil-I nMuant itn- 7O24 n r I 2 Wn= 0-671 0-'9 0-106 0 0-
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 5.7428
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 9.2918 9.2918 6.6044 8.6716 6.0778 6.0778 9.2918 9.2918
AR n 9192n Q509 l 97A1 0.o73 9.1776 Q-.717q A.Q212
3=SHIPPING 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440
-4-=REPROCESSING -----------------------------.1.2091--.--.. L..2Ql----- L..2.9.L----L.29.L-.--- L..29.L----L..20.9 -- -
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.3441 0.3441 0.3441 0.3441 0.3441 0.3441 0.3441 0.3441
-.-=UE6-CREDII------------------------------.=3.3593__-.3.3593--- 22 .. 4.L...--=-:. 3-.3 .
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.5007 0.5007 0.5007 0.5007 0.5007 0. 0.5007 0.5007
A-PU crniT -3 1711. -3 i7i imig -31711 -3.11 n. -3.711 -3.1711
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0922 0.0925 0.0785 0.0893 0.0758 0.0758 0.0925 0.0809
-0=UE6-CAPITAL.-.NON-REACIOR.----------------0.2878 ---- 0..Z22 -- ..4982-.-.-0.6860.----0.4637.--.--.4617---.4 ---..Q7272 -----
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.4523 0.4552 0.4499 0.4540 0.4489 0.4489 0.2276 0.3406
12=UE6-CAPIIAL,-REACIOR--------------------0.5352 ---- L.3520- --.. ---.- 0...76 -.-L.3570 -
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.9824 0.9887 0.977t 0.9860 0.9749 0.9749 0.4943 0.7397
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 16.8020 18.1256 15.8589 17.4847 15.3096 17.9800 16.3641 15.4207
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.6180 1.6180 1.150b 1.5100 1.0583 1.0583 1.6180 1.6180
z=FABRTCATION 1.600R 1.-1n9 1.59? 1.6065 1.RRE 1.58R5 1.61-9 1.2052
3=SHIPPING 0.0773 0.0773 0.0773 0.0773 0.0773 0.0773 0.0773 0.0773
2_-4REPROCESSING-------------------------------0. 2105 ---- 0.2QS---- .2Q-..0.2Q ----Q..2.1.Q5.-----..2--5
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0599 0.0599 0.0599 0.0599 0.0599 0.0599 0.0599 0.0599
.UE6CREDI------------------------------=0.5850__--.0.550_-0..3754 --.- : .
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0872 0.0872 0.0871 0.0872 0.0872 0. 0.0872 0.0872
oR=Pii (RFfLTT .-0.5577 -. 7 -. 5%/ - 7 --n.i7 f. -n.5427 2 --. 5577
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0161 0.0161 0.013* 0.0155 0.0132 0.0132 0.0161 0.0141
9... 10=UE6_CAPITAL.-NON-REACOR ----------------. 0.0501---0.1266 ---- 0.086a --.- -0..195..- .0.0-8.--..Q,.Q&Qa -- -..-..06 3... -----.-----
11=FABRICATION CAPITALV NON REACTOR 0.0788. 0.0793 0.078$ 0.0791 0.0782 0.0782 0.0396 0.0593
s-.12=UE6-CA1ITAL.-REACIOR---------------------.0932.---- 0.2354---....636-.--- 0.2214---0..512---- ..1512----0.L7----Q.? --4.
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.171L 0.1722 0.170t 0.1717 0.1698 0.1698 0.0861 0.1288
7
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.9257 3.1562 2.7615 3.0446 2.6659 3.1309 2.8495 2.6852
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927
5_15=0PLRAIlNG-CDSIS-------------------------0.5000----0.5000. 
----. 5000-..- ..5QQQ--.-Q..5QQQ--0...5QQQ----Q..QQQ -







Table 6.2: Cost Data for Batch sad 2.75 w/o Enrihment
-- EMRGvY- -GS.T-- .44&WN-FO--UL,-41SGHARGE-0.-:AT-- - -- 2-.3 2-YfrARS -----------------------------------------------------------------------
-,7 5-WiJ -U-2-3-5 -- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1-ZONE OUT-IN
-- A-.--AE-G--PWER - -TY-S- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
--G.E-4TRAL-4&---4-S4MARGEL- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U =.20159.
MXIMUI' SURNUP IN M DnTONNE 'U - 26690
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS 2.3912
-- RAI -AREG [4(G--=~--6342-3.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 61565.8
-URAM"U1--235. -W-1-9-]P MSfSCHARG& -=-- -L-5-------------------------------------- ;-------------------------------------------------------
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 456.6
-U I T- u rU-4-MP-0S4I-T- k.. 239 24n O24L P,2 W -4-- n 624 0 0 0 1-45 0 .04n
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 9.6043
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
I=UF6 14.3884 14.3884 10.5269 13.3151 9.6011 9.6011 14.3884 14.3884
2-FPIA-TIO .- 93648 - 9-.45--- 9-3003 41fI 9.633 '9A'633 9454 7 Q99A
3=SHIPPING 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440
4-ERKUCESSLNG ------------------------------- 209-L ---- L.7.09l- -- - .2.L --- 1 -201 --- A- 7O4- --- 1-2091 --- 1 -201 ------------
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.3403 0.3403 0.3403 0.3403 0.3403 0.3403 0.3403 0.3403
- .uF6--CREgLT--------------------------------- 4.3542.- -.- 4-.342-----2..892_- --. 4...-1/ ------- 7R.----2.7JL9-----4.354--.- 4.1542 ---
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.6712 0.6712 0.6712 0.6712 0.6712 0. 0.6712 0.6712
aPi C'"ET -^ 24506 -4250A -4 'A506 -4 ?5"6 -4-750A 0 -4 2506 -4.'256
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.1988 0.1996 0.1659 0.1902 0.1579 0.1579 0.1996 0.1798
--P.=UF6-AL-AL,.- N-R AACT..R-.------------- ..-4..8----..05-9.- -- 0 9 504.----0...981 ----0..Aene ---. -0.6909- --- 5290 --- -.0579 ------
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.4608 0.4652 0.4576 0.4631 0.4558 0.4558 0.2326 0.34)3
-- L2uE6-LARLTAL,--EAC-0LR.----------------------.L.35.--3..36L4.----..3.1309---7-795 --- 7-?095-.---6807 ---- %-AA1 -
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 1.6795 1.6956 1.6679 1.6879 1.6613 1.6613 -0.8478 1.2733
N1ET FUEL CYCLE COST 21.9013 24.6825 20.7976 23.4585 19.7348 23.3143 21.3924 21.7694
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
L-UF6 1.4981 1.4981 1.0961 1.3864 0.9997 0.9997 1.4981 1.4981
AAIICATIN 0.9251 0.9844 0i6B n. -QA4Q QA4'i n.QR44 A.7397
3= SHIPPING 0.0462 0.0462 0.0462 0.0462 0.0462 0.0462 0.0462 0.0462
A-=EPRLICESS.ING -----------------------------. 25 -. 1259 - .1259- 1259--_.1.259- .1259 ..- 1259.-0-1259 -
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354
11 -6.UE6.CRElLT ------------------------- --- A3- 2 O.4534.481 -_ -0 -?31 --.- 453A-- -.. _45.3-_
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.0699 0.U699 0.0699 0.0699 0.0699 0. 0.0699 0.0699
S1C =P CR.nIT -446---4A426 --Q.4426 -0.46A -n-&7A n_ -n.4.2A -n.447A
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0207 0.0208 0.0173 0.0198 0.0164 0.0164 0.0208 0.0187
_-.-LCaUE64.AELTAL-MGME-ACT-R-------------------043 ---.. 1 -4.---007L9----0-7.19.---.551 ..-- 11
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0480 0.0484 0.0476 0.0482 0.0475 0.0475 0.0242 0.0364
c--L2UF6.-ARLLALI-REACLUJ----------------------L385.--U.3500--- 0.2.5--- Z 3260--- 0.2301 .-.. -2301 --- -1750---. 500 --- ---
13=FABRICATIUN LAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1749 0.1766 0.1737 0.1758 0.1730 0.1730 0.0883 0.1326
7
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.2804 2.5700 2.1655 2.4425 2.0548 2.4275 2.2274 2.2666
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927
5- --LMEERAT ING -CQSLS-------------------------- 4.-5000..---- -0..500. -- - .-Ennn- - --- n.5on-- -- -.500n --- n.5 lnn --- n. - ---
T TALNERGY. CGS T- INMJ114/ .I3K H A.771 -. 0677 A.ARR7 A5 A3 47 5 A.Q702 A.77A1 .7591
- .3 -- ERAGE TLME -EOR. -A -CYCLE, --- 2 989.-...----..ERACT-I0N .-- -LINE -EOR..AEF H F i i M._r.. _ .12 33 _- --_-- _--_ --_ -_ - -_-- _- -_
2---- _-.-- _----------- --------- --- ---- ------------ _------ -- - - -- ------------------------------------------------------------
Table 6.3: Coat Data for Batch and 3.10 / Enrichment




MAX Tn ^9AEAGE POWER DENSITY ISTART OF CYCE NO XE) = 3.1161
rt:IJTUAI lnI.11 n1~ruAIJr~ --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 23810.
MAV MIM MRIIDNIlD TMS Mi -Ilf
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 2.8273
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U - 63423.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 61264.7
11muAM!U'26L LArn TMI rl T c rLIA OC - I 'A 
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 499.4
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 11.3438
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS Of DOLLARS
l=UF6 16.8249 16.8249 12.4154 15.5305 11.2937 11.2937 16.8249 16.8249
2-ApUICAIN 9471 9-5522 Q -.7 .17 4sA4 Q.AAn Q.JAAn Q.i? 7.1a42
3=SHIPPING 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440
4-REPROCESSING 1 2091 1 7091 1 2r91 1 2091 1 7091 1 7091 1 70Q1 V.-704
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.3386 0.3386 0.3386 0.3386 0.3386 0.3386 0.3386 0.3386
6=UF6 CREDIT -4 8695 -4--695 -3-272 -A.6158 -A- 0^B1 -1-06R1 -4-8695 -4-8695
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.7341 0.7341 0.7341 0.7341. 0.1341 0. 0.7341 0.7341
P-psi CFRIT -4 6492 -a A702 -k AI.0 -&-A472 -- ^47Q2 n- -4-&4Q2 -4-6f4Q7
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.2600 0.2610 0.2156 0.2477 0.2041 0.2041 0.2610 0.2376
An=-JA CAPITAL, NON REACTR 0 4826 1 7192 0 8743 1.151 0.An2 n-an3A n.6AnQA 1.7192
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.4649 0.4700 0.4613 0.4675 0.4591 0.4591 0.2350 0.3535
12-1F6 CAPITAt, REACTOR 1 820 4 A003 376 4-277 3- 0454 3-0454 2-3001 4-AnnA
13=FA8RICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 2.0032 2.0255 1.9861 2.0146 1.9786 1.9786 1.0128 1.5235
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 24.5107 28.1603 23.4577 26.6286 22.1227 26.0378 24.0028 25.1511
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.4832 1.4832 1.0945 1.3691 0.9956 0.9956 1.4832 1.4832
?-FAPRICATION 0 A78 0-R121 n-R2A' A-i7i n-AR?? A-2?A Q.R421 Q.634
3=SHIPPING 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391
4-REPROCESSING 0 106 0-I06 0.10A 0 06.16A n106A -10AA f-10A n-l1AA
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0299 0.0299 0.0299 0.0299 0.0299 0.0299 0.0299 0.0299
6-UF6 CREDIT -0 4293 -- 4293 -n 2894 -0-406Q -0-2705 -0-?7A5 -n.4291 -Q-4293
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0647 0.0647 0.0647 0.0647 0.0647 0. 0.0647 0.0647
8-PU CrEDIT -0 4098 -0 -40 -0-4AQn - 4AQ4 -n AQo A- -n-4Anq -n-4AQn
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0229 0.0230 0.0190 0.0218 0.0180 0.0180 0.0230 0.0209
10-eF6 CAITALI NON REAcTnR 0 045 0 1075 n 0771 0 1001 0 0707 0 n707 n 05:7 n1075
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0410 0.0414 0.0407 0.0412 0.0405 0.0405 0.0207 0.0312
12-106 C-APITAL. REACTOR 0-1605 0-4055 0-2933 0-3766 0-2685 0.2685 ()0,28~ 0-4055
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1766 0.1786 0.1753 0.1776 0.1744 0.1744 0.0893 0.1343
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.1607 2.4825 2.0679 2.3474 1.9502 2.2953 2.1159 2.2172
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927
15-0PERATING COSTS - 05A0A .n5000 0-Man n 0 000 0-'i 0 'in-s O-SUOp n-sanA
TTAl ENRGPY ensz IM MI' I 51KWww AA A.47 7 A.inA A Akni A.447q A.7gan A.Ana A.7nQQ
AVERAGE TIME FOR A CYCLE - 3 5341 ERACTION OF TIME FOR REFlIE-ING = nAR'i4
n Z^0 ^ ^11 r. i z q f% f% I-
Table 6.4: Cost Data for Batch and 3.50 w/o Enrichment
ENERGY COST BREAKDOWN pO FUEL DISCHARGEn AT 3 3049 YEAR
3.50 WI U-235
1-ZONE OUT-IN
CYC . NUMBER 1
MAX TO AuERAE POWER DENSITY (START OF rYCLEvNn XE 1-3.1361
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWO/TONNE U = 27809.
MAXMUM RBDNUD IN MW/TONNE i 35543
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 3.3049
URANM CH cED IN KG 11- 63423-
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 60938.1
APANIUM 235 W/lIN L ICUAPE - 1 AA4
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU 542.0
pi'"TOnITIM OMnSTyTIN- 73!20 74A71.742 Win- 0- 595 0707 -0 15i 0 -g7
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 13.2489
FUEL COST BREAKOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 19.6412 19.6412 14.6054 18.Q887 13.2544 13.2544 19.6412 19.6412
2-FABRICATION 9 5q71 4AA1 4-&AA 9 4-1$17 4q Q4Q4 Q-AA4- 7-72R4
3=SHIPPING 0.4440 0.4440 0.440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440 0.4440
4-RE'PCESSING 1 2091 1 2091 1 7091 1 2091 1 2091 1 2091 1 2091 1.701
5=U02(NO312 TO UF6 0.3368 0.3368 0.3368 0.3368 0.3368 0.3368 0.3368 0.33.68
6-1F6 CrEDIT -5 5152 -R1? -3 767A -5 ?? -3 5074 -3-5074 - -5152 -5,5152
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.7967 0.7967 0.7967 0.7967 0.7967 0. 0.7967 0.7967
p-PU CREDIT ~-459 -5 0458 - 50458 - ^0458 -5-0458 0 - -0'58 -R-0&58
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.3376 0.3390 0.2784 0.3203 0.2622 0.2622 0.3390 0.3114
10-UF6 CAPITAL, NON REiACTOR 0-58 1.4097 10n210 3-3086 0 9a41 0-9341 0-704& 1169 ' 7
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.4695 0.4756 0.4657 0.4725 0.4630 0.4630 0.2378 0.3584
12-UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 2-4'692 A 2354 4.'5528 5 7745 4 154 7 4.1547 3 1177 6-12354
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL. REACTOR 2.3652 2.3956 2.3457 2.3802 2.3323 2.3323 1.1978 1.8053
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 27.6074 32.3869 26.7106 30.4806 25.0434 29.2926 27.1288 29.2705
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.4825 1.4825 1.1024 1.3653 1.0004 1.0004 1.4825 1.4825
2-FAPICTRION 0 7?N? 0 797 0 71h 0 778 0 710 7 -717 010 A77gq n-s4m7
3=SHIPPING 0.0335 0.0335 0.0335 0.0335 0.0335 0.0335 0.0335 0.0335
4-REPROCESSING 0 0913 0-0913 00913 0-091 3 00913 0.091 0091 n-n13
5=UO2(N03)2 TO UF6 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254 0:.0254 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254
6-1F6 CREDIT -n 41A3 -0 4163 -0 7a40 -0 3931 -0 7A47 -0-2A47 -0 4163 -0-41A1
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0601 0.0601 0.0601 0.0601 0.0601 0. 0.0601 0.0601
8-P'U r PEPIT -0 3808 -0-3808 -0 A8n -0 -A08 -n ARDn 0- -A .AnA -n -gnR
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0255 0.0256 0.0210 0.0242 0.0198 0.0198 0.0256 0.0235
In-UFz CaPITAL NON REACTOR 0 042i - 01064 0 771 00988 0705 00705 0nn53nn_? n -1nA4
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0354 0.0359 0.0351 0.0357 0.0349 0.0349 0.0179 0.0271
12-UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0 1A863-04706 0-3436 04358 0 3136 0,313A 0.7353 0.470A
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1785 0.1808 0.1770 0.1797 0.1760 0.1760 0.0904 0.1363
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.0837 2.4445 2.0161 2.3006 1.8902 2.2109 2.0476 2.2093
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3..9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927
- 15-OPERATING COSTS 0 0 5000 0- 'n 0 500 0 50 00 0.50 AA -A pna
TOT.A ENERGY rCT IN M "TV4St-H 6 5764 Ao7 A l. n A 7 G1 A2382 A.7nAiA A sin A A.7nn
AVERAGE TIME FOR a CYCLE - 4A1311 FRACTION OF TIME FOR 09E10 TNG - 0 nA9286
I 
1Jfl~5Ui J11 ]p] pp1jil Ip Ipqvi
Table 6.5a: Cost Data for 3 Zone uut-li and Z.UU w/o EaricMent
BREAKDOWN OF ENERGY COST AVERAGED OVER 30.0739 YEARS
2.00 W/O U-235
3-LUNE UUI - N
AVERAGE bURNUP FUR 35. CYCLES = 16602
AVERAGE TIME FOR A CYCLE = 0.8593
1-KALIIUN UP I Mt VUK KtVUtL INb, = U. Uq'tOb
MAA.IU AVtKAbt tUWtK UtNZ1tY itWUILItKIUM LTULtl = .L.f
LENIRAL LUNE DISCHARGE Al EQUILIBRIUM --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 17037.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWU/IUNNt U = 19123
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 2.0015
URANIUM LHARGEU IN KG U 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20607.5
URANIUM-235 W/U IN DISCHARGE =0.810
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU 139.8
FLUIUNIUM LUMPUSLILUN- 39tZ40,L41,/44 W/U= .6U09 U.4/U U.i5 U.0U39
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 2.7056
ENERGY CSI BREAKDOWN IN MILL5/KWH
1=UF6 1.1141 1.1f4f U.835U 1.0963 U.I6034 U.16t54 1.1/47 t1 141
2=FABRICATION 1.1537 1.1587 1.1483 1.1563 1.1462 1.1462 1.1587 0.8642
3=Z5HIPPING U.U!)61 U.U!)61 U.U*361 U.UJU1 U.Uto61 U.U561 U.U501 U. U56og
4=REPROCESSING 0.1871 0.1871 0.1b71 0.1871 0.1871 0.0051 0.1871 0.1871
5=UOzINu3V? 10 OF-6b U.0432 0).043Z 0.0432 0 . u t.3 0.0432 0.0012 0.0432 0.0432
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2586 -0.2586 -0.1537 -0.2535 -0.1498 -0.0121 -0.2586 -0.2586
7=PU(N03)4 TU PU 0.0(66 0.0(66 0.0(66 0.066 U.U66 U. 0.066 0.0166
8=PU CREDIT -0.4853 -0.4853 -0.4853 -0.4853 -0.4853 0. -0.4853 -0.4853
9=SPARES LAPIIAL U.0L59 0.0159 0.01i3 0.01)4 U.0131 U.U131 U.U19) U.u139
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0254 0.0642 0.0436 0.0607 0.0407 0.0316 0.0321 0.0642
11=FABRICAIION CAPITAL, NON REACIUR 0.0462 U.U464 U.0460 0.0463 0.0459 U.U459 0.0232 0.0346
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0825 0.2083 0.1436 0.1962 0.1334 0.1130 0.1042 0.2083
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACtUR 0.1688 0.1696 U.1680 0.169Z U.161 U0.161 0.u084ts U.1265
NET FUEL CYCLE COS[ 2.163 Z.451U 1.12/1 .3b4f z.U434 4.3361 4.2128 4.1100
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9921 3.9921 3.9927 3.9921 3.99z( 3.9941
15=OPERATING COSTS 0.5000 0.5000 C.5000 0.500Q 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
TOTAL ENERGY COST IN MILLS/KWH 6.7790 6.9497 6.6148 6.8574 6.5361 6.8288 6.7055 6.5983
SPECIAL COST ANALYSIS COMPLETED - D.L.I. 0%
. I Iiii II, pp j
Table 6.5b:






MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,NO XE) = 1.9637
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVLtAbt BUMNUP IN MWU/lUNNt U = 11031.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 19123
TIME IN REACIUR IN YEARS 2.0015
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
-URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20601.5
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 0.810
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU 139.a
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242'W/O= 0.609 0.220 0.131 0.039
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 2.7056
FUEL CUSI BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=Ut6b 3.U9fl 3.Uvf3 Z.ZU V5 4.ts9u) 2.U25%j z.U259 3.Us9e1 3.09213
2=FABRICATION 3.0397 3.0527 3.0258 3.0465 3.0205 3.0205 3.0527 2.2761
3=HIPPING 0.14110 U.1413U 0.140 0.14uU D.14130 U.140U 0.140 U.140
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UU21NU3J2 IU UF6 U.1139 U.1139 0.1139 0.1139 0.1139 U. 0.1139 0.1139
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.6369 -0.6369 -0.3728 -0.6268 -0.3652, 0. -0.6369 -0.6369
1t'UINUJ)4 lU I'0 U.zu!)b U.L0:)b U. zu)6 0.20:55 0.zu!)o 0 0.2056 0. 20:0
8=PU CREDIT -1.3020 -1.3020 -1.3020 -1.3020 -1.3020 0. -1.3020 -1.3020
9=5PARES CAPItAL 0.0430 0.0431 0.0366 U.0416 0.C354 0.0354 0.0431 0.0376
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0648 0.1638 0.1111 0.1550 0.1037 0.0794 0.0819 0.1638
11=FABRICAIIUN CAPItA.L, NUN REACIUR 0.1192 0.119f 0.1186 0.1194 0.1154 u.114 0.05918 0. 0592
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.2219 0.5605 0.3864 0.5280 0.3589 0.3041 0.2803 0.5605
13=FABK1UAIlUN LAVIIAL, KEAILUK U.4563 U.4t504 U.4)4z U .4: 13 U.4534 U.4534 0.z291 0.3411
NET FULL CYCLE LUS1 6.0641 6.5111 5.b2Uz 6.2103 !).4099 6.1852 5.860 5.5881
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
l=UF6 1.1'41 1.144f U.?5131 1.06153 U. I 41s -1455 1.1441 1.14t4
2=FABRICATION 1.1235 1.1283 1.1183 1.1260 1.1164 1.1164 1.1283 0.8412
3=SHIPPING 0.0541 0.054( U.0547 U.U!54 U.U54 U.U54( U..4 U.U4(
4=REPROCESSING 0.1823 0.1823 0.1823 0.1823, 0.1823 0.- 0.1823 0.182A
5=UO2(NU3)2 TO UF6 0.0421 0.0421 0.0421 0.0421 U.0421 U. 0.0411 0.042f
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2354 -0.2354 -0.137C -0.2316 -0.1350 0. -0.2354 -0.2354
=PU(NU3J)4 TO PU 0.0(60 0.0(60 u.u06U 0.0b0 0.0(60 U. U.UfbU u.UL6U
8=PU CREDIT -0.4812 -0.4812 -0.4812 -0.4812 -0.4812 0. -0.4812 -0.4812
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0159 0.0159 0.0135 0.0154 0.0131 0.0131 0.U159 0.0139
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0240 0.0605 -0.0411 0.0573 0.0383 0.0294 0.0303 0.0605
l=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0440 0.0442 0.043B 0.0441 0.0431 0.04381 0.0zz1 0.0330
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0820 0.2072 -0.1428 0.1951 0.1327 0.1124 0.1036 0.2072
13=FABRICATIUN CAPITAL, REALIUK 0.16u U.1694 U.1619 U.169U U.1616 U.16(6 U.U1a U.1z63
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.2413 2.408b 2.01(2 2.3115 L.9995 2.48160 2.1681 2.0653
'I!I~IE mmliii
Tabls 6.7s:




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,NO XE) = 3.1112
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVLRKAbt BUKNUP IN -MWU/IUNNt U = 154b.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 1743111ME IN KEALIUR IN YEARS = 1.4319
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM U15LHARGED IN KG U = 20650.8
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 0.882
PLUIUNIUM UIlI5NARtU IN Kb U = 133.4
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.631 0.212 0.125 0.033
BILLIUNS UM KILUWAII UURS, LELIKIL = Z.4564
VUEL LUSt BREAKUUWN IN MILLIUN5 UV DULLARS
]L=U-6 3.ul913 3.uves 4.41 ZUI .89 05 2.u0259 2. u 59 3.uv13 5.0913
2=FABRICATION 3.0643 .3.0836 3.0478 3.0754 3.0408 3.0408 .3.0836 2.3071
3=SHIPPING U.14UU U.1UtmU U.140U U.140u 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480U .148U
4=REPROCESSING -0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UU2{NU3Z TU Ut6 0.1141 0.1141 U.1141 0.1141 UniL1t U. u.1141 0.1141
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.7627 -0.7627 -0.4613 -0.7441 -0.4470 0. -0.7627 -0.7627
f=VUtNU3J4 lU PU U.1961 U.1961 0.1901 U.1961 U.1961 U. 0.19o1 u.19i
8=PU CREDIT -1.2422 -1.2422 -1.2422 -1.2422 -1.2422 0. -1.2422 -1.2422
9=SPARtS LAVIIAL U.U3Lu 0.0311 0.0264 u.uuU 0.0U15 0.0455 u.us1i u.u21
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0804 0.2031 0.1390 0.1917 0.1294 0.0997 0.1015 0.2031
11=FABRILAIJUN CAPITAL, NUN REALIUR U.1508 U.1511 U.15UU U.1513 U.1496 D.1496 U.U1)9 U.1135
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1648 0.4163 0.2872 0.3920 0.2667 0.2185 0.2081 0.416?
13=t-ABKLAlIUN LAPIUAL, KtALIUK U.3iu5 U.i34) u.izuI u.3317 U.3zl9 u.3219 u.l00 u.tet00
NETI FUEL CYLLE LU5i 5.865 6.1624 5.4286 6.02(9 5.2282 b.0359 5.106 5.3600
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 L.1609 L.Zov9 U.6964 1.1(6 u.821 0. 8211 1.1ouv 1.1ou
2=FABRICATION 1.2475 1.2554 1.2408 1.2520 1.2379 1.2379 1.2554 0.9392
3=SHIPPING 0.0b0 0.0602 U.0602 0.Ubu 0.060 6 U.U60 0.060 0.602
4=REPROCESSING 0.2008 0.2008 0.2008 0.2008 0.2008 0. 0.2008 0.2008
5=UO2(NO3)2 T0 UF6 0.0465 0.0465 0.0465 u.U45b u.046 U. U.U465 0.0465
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.3105 -0.3105 -0.1878 -0.3029 -0.1820 0. -0.3105 -0.3105
I=PUINU3)4 IU PU 0.0198 U.U9ti U.u9t U.U/98 U.U19 U. 0.098 0.0198
8=PU CREDIT -0.5057 -0.5057 -0.5057 -0.5057 -0.5057 0. -0.5057 -0.5057
9=SPARES CAPIIAL 0.01b 0.0121 0.0108 U.0111 0.4OLU U.0104 0.0121 0.0111
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.032-7 0.0827 0.0566 0.0780 0.0527 0.0406 0.0413 0.0827
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NUN REACIOR 0.0614 u.U618 0.0611 0.0616 0.0609 U.U6U9 0.0309 0.0462
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0671 0.1695 0.1169 0.1596 0.1086 0.0889 0.0847 0.1695
13=FABRILA1IUN CAPItAL, REALIUR U.1345 U.1354 U.1338 U.1350 U.133) U.1335 U.ub! U.1U13
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.3880 2.5495 2.110U 2.4)40 2.1184 Z.45(3 2.3248 2.1821
PIP 11111111lfl R0119i ' m mllllllP11mll,
Table 6.51:




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLENO XE) = 2.0243
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVtKAbt UI(TVV IN MWUlIUNNt U = 1b6Uf.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 19067
lIME IN RtAIUR IN YLAKS = Z.043U
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = Z0613.8
URANIUM-235 W/0 IN DISCHARGE = 0.820
PLUIUNIUM UISLHARbEU IN Kb U = 139.0
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.613 0.219 0.130 0.038
BILLIONS OF KILOWATI HOURS, ELEGIRIC = 2.6691
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 3.0973 3.0973 2.2015 2.8905 2.0259 2.0259 -3.0973 3.0973
Z=FAdKILAllUN 3.64t3 3.UU36 .U4(U 3.UI54 3.U4U 3.040 3.085 2.3011
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4RItPRULtt55NU U.4933 U.4933 U.4933 U.4953 U.4933 U. 0.4933 U.4933
5=UU2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1139 0.1139 0.1139 0.1139 0.1139 0. 0.1139 0.1139
6=Ut-6 RtDIl -U.6544 -0.6544 -U.3650 -0.6431 -0.3765 U. -U.6544 -U.6544
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2043 0.2043 0.2043 0.2043 0.2043 0. 0.2043 0.2043
U=VU LxtUlI -1.zvsa -1.4930 -1.z938 -1.4995 -. tvan U. -1.2938 -1.2936
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0441 0.0442 0.0375 0.0427 0.0362. 0.0362 0.0442 0.0386
10=UFb LAPIIAL, NUN RLACIUR 0.01(5 U.1959 U.1339 U.185U U.14L v.U9i 0.099 U.1959
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1508 0.1517 0.1500 0.1513 0.1496 0.1496 0.0759 0.1135
12=UF6 CAPIIAL, REACtUR u.2zl U.5(4 0.3963 0.5414 .U.36bi U.3104 U.Z814 U.5 48
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTUR 0.4695 0.4725 0.4670 0.4712 0.4659 0.4659 0.2362 0.3535
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 6.1423 6.6314 5.7147 6.3802 5.5005 6.2766 5.9339 5.6921
FUEL COST BREAKOOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1604 1.1604 0.8248 1.0830 0.7590 0.7590 1.1604 1.1604
2=FABR10AILUN 1.14u1 1.1553!) 1.1419 1.1542 L.1343 1.13Y5 1.15193 U.04
3=SHIPPING 0.0554 0.0554 0.0554 0.0554 0.0554 0.0554 0.0554 0.0554
4=REPROCESSING U.1848 0.848 U.184fd 0.11340 0.1848 U. 0.1848 U.1U48
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0427 0.0427 0.0427 0.0427 0.0427 0. 0.0427 0.0427
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2452 -0.2452 -0.1443 -0.Z410 --. 1411 U. -0.2452 -0.2452
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.0765 0.0765 0.0765 0.0765 0.0765 0. 0.0765 0.0765
8=PU LKUKlI -U.484f -. 4ki4l -0.4u,41 -U.l~44 -U.4UsiI U. -U.46ftI -U.4641f
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0165 0.0166 0.0141 0.0160 0.0136 0.0136 0.0166 0.0145
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0291 0.0T34 0.0502 0.0693 0.0461 U.0313 0.0365 0.0,34
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0565 0.0568 0.0562 0.0567 0.0561 0.0561 0.0284 0.0425
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0852 0.2154 0.1435 0.2029 0.1379 U.1163 U.1017 0.2154
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1759 0.1770 0.1750 0.1765 0.1746 0.1746 0.0885 0.1324
2.3013 2.4845 2.1411 2.3904 2.0608 2.3516 2.2232 2.1326
!III11 tI1ttlIIE1utIImjjttJ jlI -
NET FUEL CYCLE COST
'0
Table 6.59:




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER IENSITY (START OF CYCLENO XE) = 1.9779
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVLKAt EUUNUP IN MWL/IUNNt U = 1."UL.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE u = 20175
IIMt IN REALIOR IN YtARS = .15U
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISLHARGEU IN KG U = 2S9f.6
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 0.794
PLUIUNIUM :1)AKbtU IN KU FU = 141z.
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.605 0.222 0.133 0.040
B3ILLIUNS Ut- KILOWAll HUURS, LL-LIRIL = 2.1631
FULt LUt 8REAKUUWN IN MILLIUNS UF UULLARS
-- =UF-6 3.09!3 J.09/3 2.zu15 4. 59u .UZ51 2..3 0259 3'09# 3.0*913
2=FABRICATION 3.0643 3.0836 3.0478 3.0754 3.0408 3.0408 3.0836 2.3071
3=5HIPPING u .1I480 Q.14kuU UeLK .1480 .148 I U-40 b U .1480 .1480U 0.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UUZ(NU3)2 IU UF6 U.1138 0.1138 U.1138 U.113U U.1L38 U. U.l138 U.1138
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.6099 -0.6099 -0.3540 -0.6015 -0.3477 0. -0.6099 -0.6099
r=iU(NU3)4 IL PU U.Ufb U.U.b U.UIb UJufb U.UIb U. --- U*1 0..uto
8=PU CREDIT -1.3146 -1.3146 -1.3146 -1.3146 -1.3146 0. -1.3146 -1.3146
9=PAKtS LAPIIAL U.U55 U.U581 U.0499 U.U567 U.U415I U.U481 U.U8 U.0514
10=UF6 CAP-ITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0764 0.1929 0.1318 0.1822 0.1228 0.0997 0.0965 0.1929
11=FABRICAI1UN LAPILAL, NUN KLAGIUR U.150U U.L1If U.15uu U.1t13 U.1496 U.149b 0.0159 U.1135
12=UF6 CAPIFAL, REACTOR 0.2988 0.7549 0.5203 0.7111 0.4833 0.4125 0.3774 0.7549
13=FAbRILAlIUN LAPIIAL, KLALIUK U.b4U U.64lIV U.blUb U.646L U.L14 U.5192 U.3159 U.4159
NElI FULL CYLLE LUS 6.4U8 7.UU53 6.016u 6.74UU 5.1902 6.5438 6.14ii 6.025U
FULL COST BREAKDUWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=Uv6 1-120' 1*1/UI U.I966 1.U4:59 U.1531 U-I531 1-14uf 1-1201
2=FABRICAfION 1.1088 1.1158 1.1028 1.1128 1.1003 1.1003 1.1158 0.8348
3=5HIPPING U.0535 U.U535 U.U535 U.0535 U.0535 U.U535 U.U535 U.U35
4=REPROCESSING 0.1785 0.1785 0.1785 0.1785 0.1785 0. 0.1785 0.1785
5=UU2(NU3)2 TO UF6 U.U412 U.0412 U.U'1Z 0.041Z 0.0414 U. U.U412 U.U412
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2207 -0.2207 -0.1281 -0.2176 -0.1258 0. -0.2207 -0.2207
[=PU(NU3J4 IU PU U.UI51 U.UIl1 U.U[51 U.UfI1 U.UI"1 U. U.Ufl1 U.U151
8=PU CREDIT -0.4757 -0.4757 -0.4757 -0.4757 -0.4757 0. -0.4757 -0.4757
9=5PARES LAPIIAL U.U212 U.U213 U.U8.u U.U20 U.01/4 0.0174 0.0213 U.U18
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0276 0.0698 0.0477 0.0659 0.0444 0.0361 0.0349 0.0698
11=FABRIGATIUN GAPIlAL, NUN REAGIUR U.0546 U.U549 U.U043 U.U548 U.Ut41 U.0U541 U.U215 0.0411
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTUR 0.1081 0.2731 0.1883 0.2573 0.1749 0.1493 0.1366 0.2731
13=F-ARILAIIUN LAPLIAL, RtALIUR U.2L!8 U.zzIZ U.L'24 U.ZZb 0.2240 U.22'tU U.L1i3 U.1/UU
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.3181 2.5348 2.1168 2.4388 Z.u951 2.36ib 2.22zz 2.18U1
Table 6.3:




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,NO XE) = 1,9496
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVtRAGE UURNUP IN MWD/IUNNE U = 1b948.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 19021
lIME IN REACTUR IN YEARS = 1.9423
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20610.0
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE 0.814
PLUIUNIUM UISLHAKUtU IN KG PU 139.5
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/0= 0.611 0.220 0.131 0.038
BILLIONS OF KILUWAIT HUURS, ELECiRIC 2.6915
FUEL CUST BREAKDUWN IN MILLIUNS UF DULLARS
2=FABRICATION 3.0397 3.0527 3.0258 3.0465 3.0205 3.0205 3.0527 2.2761
3=5HIPPING 0.1400 U.f4bU U.148U 0.14800 U.L48 0.1480 U.14su U.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UUZINU3IZ 10 UF6 U.1139 U.1139 U.1139 U.1139 0.1139 U. 0.1139 0.1139
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.6438 -0.6438 -0.3776 -0.6332 -0.3696 0. -0.6438 -0.6438
[=PU(NU314 1U PU U.Z51 U.ZU51 U.ZU*1 U.ZU11 0.7U21 U. U.2U2L U.2U5t
8=PU CREDIT -1.2987 -1.2987 -1.2987 -1.2987 -1.2987 0. -1.2987 -1.2987
9=5PARES CAPIIAL 0.041/ 0.0418 U.0355 U.U4U4 0.0343 0.0343 0.0418 0.0365
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0650 0.1642 0.1114 0.1554 0.1040 0.0794 0.0821 0.1642
11=FABRICAIIUN CAPITAL, NUN REALIUR 0.1192 0.1191 0.1186 U.1194 U.11B4 0.1184 O.0590 0.0892
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.2157 0.5450 0.3757 0.5133 0.3490 0.2951 0.2725 0.5450
13=FAURILAllUJN LAPIIAL, KtALIUR U.44/U U.4441 U.44UU 0.4436 U.4400 U.i400u 0.4443 0.3316
Ntl FUEL CYCLE GOST 6.0392 6.4831 5.5933 6.23!f 5.3841 6.1611 5.8463 5.5577
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
l=UF6 1.1508 1.1508 0.81(9 1.04U L U. Ir( .t 1.1US L.1 DO
2=FA8RICATION 1.1294 1.1342 1.1242 1.1319 1.1222 1.1222 1.1342 0.8457
3=SHIPPING 0.0550 0.0550 0.0550 0.0550 U.0550 U.0550 0.055U U.U550
4=REPROCESSING 0.1833 0.1833 0.1833 0.1833 0.1833 0. 0.1833 0.1833
5=UC2(NO312 TO UF6 0.0423 0.0423 0.0423 0.0423 0.04Z3 0. u.u0423 0.0423
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2392 -0.2392 -0.1403 -0.2353 -0.1373 0. -0.2392 -0.2392
I=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0162 0.0(62 C.0(b U.Ufbz U.Ufb( U. 0.0(61 U.Ufz6
8=PU CREDIT -0.4825 -0.4825 -0.4825 -0.4825 -0.4825 0. -0.4825 -0.4825
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0155 0.0155 0.0132 0.0150 u.01!i U.012! 0.0155 0.0136
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0242 0.0610 0.0414 0.0577 0.0386 0.0295 0.0305 0.0610
ll=FAbRICATION CAPITAL, NUN REACTOR 0.0443 0.0445 0.0441 0.0444 U.0440 0.0440 U.0Zd 0.033
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0801 0.2025 0.1396 0.1907 0.1297 0.1097 0.1012 0.2025
13=FAHRILA11UN LAVIIAL, RtALIUR U.1645 U.1652 0.1638 U.1649 U.1635 0.135 0.0126 0.1232
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.2438 2.408! 2.0(81 Z.3116 2.UUU4 2.2893 2.171 2.0649
, jq j -- - - - -- , - - - - ,
Table 6.5g:




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,NO XE) = 1.9653
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWU/lUNNt U = 1(054.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 19184
lIME IN REACTUR IN YEARS 2.0050
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20601.1
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE 0.809
PLUIUNIUM UISLHAKGbU IN Kli PU 139.9
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/0= 0.609 0.220 0.131 0.039
BILLIONS UF KILUWAfI HUURS, ELELIRIL = Z.(084
FUEL LUSI BREAKDOWN IN MILLIUNS UF DULLARS
2=FABRICATION 3.0397 3.0527 3.0258 3.0465 3.0205 3.0205 3.0527 2.2761
3=5HIPPING U.1480 0.1480 U.148U U.1480 u.140u 0.1480 0.14UU 0.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UUZINU3)2 IU UF6 0.1139 U.1139 U.1L39 0.1139 0.1139 us 0.1139 U.1139
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.6356 -0.6356 -0.3719 -0.6255 -0.3643 0. -0.6356 -0.6356
f=PUINUJ)4 10 PU 0.zuO)I U.ZU5I 0.u0)I U.zU~I 0.LUtof Us U*tU'Df 0.2051
8=PU CREDIT -L.3026 -1.3026 -1.3026 -1.3026 -1.3026 0. -1.3026 -1.3026
9=5PARES CAPIIAL 0.0431 0.043Z U.036f 0.041! u.u354 U.0354 U.U43 0.031
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0648 0.1637 0.1110 0.1549 0.1036 0.0794 0.0818 0.1637
11=FABRILAION CAPITAL, NON REALIUR 0.1192 0.1191 -. 1186 U.1194 U.1184 U.1184 0.0598 U.0892
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.2222 0.5613 0.3870 0.5287 0.3594 0.3046 0.2807 0.5613
13=FABRILAllUN CAPiAL, REALtIUR U.45!1 U.459U U. 455U U.4581 U.4542 .25 U.u 9 U.34t3
NET FUEL CYCLE CUSt 6.0660 6.5194 5.6219 6.(125 5.4115 6.1865 5.8616 5.5902
FUEL COST -BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1436 1.1436 U.dL16 1.0671 0t48U U.146U 1.1t436 1.1430
2Z=FABRICATION 1.1223 1.1271 1.1172 1.1248 1.1152 1.1152 1.1271 0.8404
3=SHIPPING 0.0546 0.0546 0.0546 0.0546 0.0546 U.0546 0.0546 0.0546
4=REPROCESSING 0.1821 0.1821 0.1821 0..1821, 0.1821 0. 0.1821 0.1821
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0421 0.0421 0.0421 U.U421 U.0421 U. 0.0421 U.0421
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2347 -0.2347 -0.1373 -0.2310 -0.1345 0. -0.2347 -0.2347
7=PLJ(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0(59 0.0159 0.0(59 U.-U(59 U.U159 U. U.0U59 U. u59
8=PU CREDIT -0.4809 -0.4809 -0.4809 -0.4809 -0.4809 0. -0.4809 -0.4809
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0159 0.0159 0.0135 0.0154 U.0131 0.0131 0.0159 0.0139
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0239 0.0604 0.0410 0.0572 0.0383 0.0293 0.0302 0.0604
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REAClOR 0.0440 U.044Z U.0438 0.0441 U.043 U0.043 0.0221 0.0329
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0820 0.2072 0.1429 0.1952 0.1327 0.1125 0.1036 0.2072
13=FABRICAIIUN CAPIIAL, REACIUR -0.1688 u.1695 U.168U U.1691 U.161I 0.1611 U.Uu4f 0.120
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.239r 2.40(1 2.0(5f Z.3159 1.9980 2.2842 2.1664 2.0640
Table 6.5h:




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,NO XE) = 1.9627
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVtKAbt bUKNUP IN MWUlIUNNt U = 11031.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 19101
ilIM IN REA~lTk IN YEARS = 1.999f
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20607.1
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE 0.810
PLUIUNIUM UIHARGEU IN KG PU = 139. -
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.610 0.220 0.131 0.039
BILLIONS OF KILOWA1I HOURS, ELECTRIC = 2.[041
FUEL CUST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=U-b _-.U973 3.09f3 Z.1UL5 Z.3905 2.0259 2.0259 3. 09 13 3.0913
2=FABRICATION 3.0397 3.0527 3.0258 3.0465 3.0205 3.0205 3.0527 2.2761
3=5HIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 U.148U 0.1480 U.1480 U.0U U.1480 0.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UUZ(NU3)2 10 UF6 0.1139 c.1139 0.113' 0.1139 0.1139 U. U.1139 U.1139
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.6373 -0.6373 -0.3731 -0.6272 -0.3655 0. -0.6373 -0.6373
[=PUNU314 1U PU U.zu5s U.4055 U.2U55 U.1u5 U.4)U5 U. U.2052 U.U5
8=PU CREDIT -1.3018 -1.3018 -1.3018 -1.3018 -1.3018 0. -1.3018 -1.3018
9=SPARES LAVIIAL 0.0430 U.U43U 0.03b6 0.0416 0.U353 U.0353 0.0430 U.U315
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0648 0.1638 0.1111 0.1550 0.1037 0.0794 0.0819 0.1638
l=FABRICAIIUN CAPI1AL, NUN REACIUR 0.1192 U.119 0.1136 U.1194 0.1114 0.1184 U.u590 0.0892
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.2217 0.5601 0.3861 0.5276 0.3587 0.3038 0.2801 0.5601
13=fABRICAilUN GAPIIAL, KEALIUR U.4559 U.45 16 U.453u U.4569 U.453U 0.4530 U0.189 U.3414
NET FUEL CYCLE CUSt 6.0632 6.5160 5.6194 6.2693 5.4091 6.1845 5.8653 5.5i11
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1452 1.1452 U.8514o 1.06f U.149U U.1490 1.144 1.145W
2=FABRICATION 1.1239 1.1287 1.1187 1.1264 1.1168 1.1168 1.1287 0.8415
3=SHIPPING 0.054T 0.0541 0.054f 0.054( u.u541 0.0541 U.U5fM U.0547
4=REPROCESSING -0.1824 0.1824 0.1824 0.1824 0.1824 0. 0.1824 0.1824
5=UO?1NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0421 0.0421 0.0421 U.0421 0.0421 U.- U.U41 U.041
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2356 -0.2356 -0.1379 .-0.2319 -0.1351 0. -0.2356 -0.2356
I=PuiNU3)4 it PU 0.0(60 U.U06U U.UtbU U.Ulbu U.U0bu U. 0.0ou 0.UOU
8=PU CREDIT -0.4813 -0.4813 -0.4813 -0.4813 -0.4813 0. -0.4813 -0.4813
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0159 0.0159 0.0135 0.0154 0.0131 0.0131 0.0159 0.0139
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0240 0.0606 0.0411 0.0573 0.0383 0.0294 0.0303 0.0606
l=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0441 0.0442 0.0439 0.0442 0.04313 0.0438 0.02/1 U.033U
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0820 0.2071 0.1428 0.1951 011326 0.1123 0.1035 0.2071
13=FABRICATIUN CAPItAL, REAUIUR 0.1686 0.1693 U.16t1 0.1689 U.1615 U.1615 U.Ud6 0.1262
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.2418 2.4092 2.UII 2.3119 1.9999 2.2866 2.1686 2.0651
110 meammmmm mm
Table 6.51:
ENERGY COST BREAKDOWN FOR FUEL DISCHARGED AT





MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY.'(START OF CYCLE,NO XE) =1.9637
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVtRAbt BURNUP IN MWU/lIUNNt U = 13394.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U =16178
lIME IN REALUR IN YEARS = 1.3341
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20109.1
UANT"UIU-9235i Wi/ IN DISrCHA = 0ba 98
PLUIUNIUM UISLNAKLU IN KG PU = 43.4
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,.242 W/O= 0.662 0.199 0.114 0.025
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECIRIL = Z.12Z
FUEL LUST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
J.1 3U9 f 3 U9 1.3 Z . ZU15 z.9U o £L.5 ziz9 2.02-5 5.0913 1.913
2=FABRICATION 3.0397 3.052T 3.0258 3.0465 3.0205 3.0205 3.0527 2.2761
3=5HIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 U.1480 U.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UO21NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1145 0.1145 0.1145 0.1145 U.1145 U. U.1145 0.1145
6mUF6 CREDIT -0.9530 -0.9530 -0.5975 -0.9210 -0.5722 0. -0.9530 -0.9530
f=PUtNU3i4 lu PU 0.1815 U.11115 U.11U5 U.1t1t U115i. U. Uu1815 0.I5 5
8=PU CREDIT -1.1492 -1.1492 -1.1492 -1.1492 -1.1492 0. -1.1492 -1.1492
9=SPARtS CAPIAL .. 02z8I U.U02B O.0244 0.Uzff 0.02 .UZ36 U.L281 U.U251
10=UF6 CAPIIAL, NON REACTOR 0.0731 0.1848 0.1260 0.1745 0.1175 0.0794 0.0924 0.1848
11=FABRICAIlUN CAPIIAL, NUN REACIUR 0.1192 U.1191 U.11186 U.1194 U.1I14 U.1114 u.5oJ9 U.0892
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1604 0.4053 0.2801 0.3814 0.2600 0.2027 0.2026 0.4053
13=VABRILAIUN LAPIIAL, tALtIUK U.3U41 U.3U54 0.30do U.lo309 U.3Uz4 0.3044 U.5124 0.11
NET FUEL CYCLE LUSI 5.656 6.U281 5.b96 5.11119 5.0838 5.908 5.5212 5.14U5
FUEL CUST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.456~u 1.456U I.03't9 1.3519 u0.954 U.95z4 1.456U L.t:6U
2=FABRICATION 1.4290 1.4351 1.4224 1.4322 1.4200 1.4200 1.4351 1.0700
3=SHIPPING U.0696 0.0696 0.ob9b U.696 U.0696 U.0696 D.0696 0.0696
4=REPROCESSING 0.2319 0.2319 0.2319 0.2319 0.2319 0. 0.2319 0.2319
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0538 0.0538 0.0538 0.0538 0.0538 U. U.0538 0.0538
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.4480 -0.4480 -0.2809 -0.4330 -0.2690 0. -0.4480 -0.4480
I=PU(NU3)4 1U PU U.U85 3 0.01153 0.01155 0.0853 U.UB5i U. U.U?53 U.0 U3
8=PU CREDIT -0.5403 -0.5403 -0.5403 -0.5403 -0.5403 0. -0.5403 -0.5403
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0135 0.0135 0.0115 0.0130 0.0111 0.0111 0.0135 0.0111
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0344 0.0869 0.0592 0.0820 0.0552 0.0373 0.0434 0.0869
11=FABRICATI1N CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0560 0.0563 0.0558 0.0561 0.055I U.0551 0.01111 U. 0419
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0754 0.1905 0.1317 0.1793 0.1222 0.0953 0.0953 0.1905
13=t-ABRIUAIIUN LAPItAL, KEAtIUR U.143U U.1436 U.14z3 U.1433 U.141 U.1441 U.UIB U.1U01
NET FUEL CYCLE CUST 2.659I Z.34Z Z.41(3 Z.312 2.3899 2.7834 2.5956 2.4166
Ull 0 1111111011 
-- olo
Xauz. 0.7.
ENERGY COST BREAKDOWN FOR FUEL DISCHARGED AT





MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLENO XE) = 1.9637
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVtKAbt BURNUP IN MWU/IUNNE U = 6I10.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE u = $862
[IME IN REA UOR IN YEARS = 0.6670
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISLHARGEO IN KG U = 20928.0
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 1.446
PLUIUNIUM UISLHARtU IN KU PU = 13.3
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.801 0.137 0.057 0.006
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECIRIC 0.9(04
FUEL U05I BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=u6-b 3.09l3 3.0913 z.zuL2 Z.8902 1.UZ59 2.029 3.Uv13 3.uv1i
2=FABRICATION 3.0397 3.0527 3.0258 3.0465 3.0205 3.0205 3.0527 2.2761
3=5HIPPINU 0.148U 0.1480 U.11110 U.1UtU u.14t8U 0.1480 u.148u 0.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933
5=UU2(NU3Z TU Ut-6 0.115( U.115 L 0.1151 U.115 .U U .1151 0.1151 u.115;
6=UF6 CREDIT .-1.8581 -1.8581 -1.2652 -1.7555 -1.1801 -1.1801 -1.8581 -1.8581
I=PulNUJ3)4 1U PU U0.1Ui U.1071 U.1U1 .. 0.101 U. U.iu11 U iu1,
8=PU CREDIT -0.6821 -0.6821 -0.6821 -0.6821 -0.6821 0. -0.6821 -0.6821
9=5PARES LAPItAL 0.0143 0.0144 0.0111 0.0139 U.ULLU U.118 U.0144 U.0125
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0969 0.2449 0.1704 0.2300 0.1579 0.1579 0.1225 0.2449
11=FABRILAIlUN LAPItAL, NUN REALIUK 0.1192 U.1191 U.1186 U.1194 0.1184 0.1184 0.0598 0.089
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.0981 0.2479 0.1734 0.2324 0.1604 0.1604 0.1240 0.2479
13=tABKILAIlUN LAPItAL, RtALtIUK U.151 U.15I U.1514 U.1244 U.1211 U.1511 U.Ufo4 0.1139
NEt FUEL CYLLt COS 4.9422 5./540 4.IIUI 5.1112 4.64135 5.429 4.8114 4.4Ub4
FUEL CUST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=Ut6 3.1918 3.1918 1.1686 1.91i8 Z.Uti1l 1.Uni 3.191 3.1v18
2=FABRICATION 3.1325 3.1458 3.1181 3.1394 3.1127 3.1127 3.1458 2.3455
3=SHIPPING 0.1525 0.1525 U.1525 U.1525 U.1525 0.1525 U.15 U.1215
4=REPROCESSING 0.5084 0.5084 0.5084 0.5084 0.5084 0.5084 0.5084 0..5084
5=U02(NU3)2 TU UF6 0.1192 0.1192 0.1192 0.1192 u.1192 0.1191 U.119Z U.1191
6=UF6 CREDIT -1.9148 -1.9148 -1.3038 -1.8091 -1.2161 -1.2161 -1.9148 -1.9148
7=PUINU3)4 1 PU 0.111U U.111U U.1110 U.1110 U.111U U. U.111U U.1110
8=PU CREDIT -0.7029 -0.7029 -0.7029 -0.7029 -0.7029 0. -0.7029 -0.7029
9=SPARES CAPIIAL U.0148 0.0148 0.0126 0.0143 U.0121 U.U111 0.0148 U.0149
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0999 0.2524 0.1756 0.2370 0.1627 0.1627 0.1262 0.2524
ll=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1228 0.1233 0.1222 0.1231 0.1120 0.1220 U.061/ U.091u
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1011 0.2555 0.1787 0.2395 0.1653 0.1653 0.1277 0.2555
13=FABRILAIUN CAPITAL, REAIUR 0.156 U.154 16 UUI*bU U.1511 U.1!I U.152f1 U.U0 I 0.1113
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 5.0930 5.414.4 4.9163 5.1682 4.1904 5.3813 5.0201 4.5408
BATCH CORE AVERAGE 8URNUP= 12181.
"I 11in |11N 11 l11llll"1 Ill.- - -- Now
Table 6.6a: Cost Data for 3 Zone Out-in and 2.75 w/o Enrichment
---- SREAKOOWN-GF--ENERG---COST-AVERAGED--OVER-- 30.-09-94 YEARS- - - - -
2.75 W/O U-235
3-ZONE OUT-IN
AVERAGE BURNUP FOR 22. CYCLES = 25810
AVERAGE TIME FOR- A CYCLE = 1.3682
FRACTION OF TIME FOR REFUELING = 0.026763
MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE) = 2.4424
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE AT EQUILIBRIUM --
AVERAGE RURNUP IN MWD/TO0NNE U -2669:7 - -
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U 29251
TUIE IN REARGER IN @ARG = 3149
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U =21141.
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE 0.926
PLUTONIUM DISGHARGED IN KG PU- 174-.3 ____________________________________ 
________
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.562 0.225 0.154 0.059
bikkiINS OF K[LO1BATT; HOURS, ELECTRIC - 4-2-382
ENERGY COST BR4EAKDOWN 1N MIL-S/-WW- - -- *------ -______________ _______
1 Ur 6 -.- 170 --. 7-1---a-- 56.-8-----40828- -.-780- -a - .7OL 1 -71-701
2=FABRICATION 0.7535 0.7587 0.7488 0.7559 0.7465 0.7465 0.7587 0.5671
3wSHIPPING QW0036i 00461 0-031" nn61 g 4;'~ 0 1,j-0361 0 -0361 0 -~ n' -41.
4=REPROCESSING 0.1204 0.1204 0.1204 0.1204 0.1204 0.0100 0.1204 0.1204
5-U2N03-2 TO UF6 - - - -- .027-5 --- 0.2-T75-- 50.2 -U--7 - 027 -0-0023- -0-.. 275- 0n52
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2233 -0.2233 -0.1399 -0.2159 -0.1340 -0.0234 -0.2233 -0.2233
?-PU(N03334 TO PU - -- .61---34--4-0-44 0 061', 0 06&L4 -0- 0 -06 ---4 0-*0614.
8=PU CREDIT -0.3888 -0.3888 -0.3888 -0.3888 -0.3888 0. -0.3888 -0.3888
9-SrARE& GAPITAL 00202 0 0%203 0 0169 n0409(4 0 ni~j n_16 n-' 02i- ) 0 1 A
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0246 0.0622 0.0439 0.0582 0.0405 0.0331 0.0311 0.0622
1-FABRICATION CAP IT Alr-NON-REACT-R - -03-O05 - -0.30 -- f)--0-.0303--U0.-346- 043r2 0.3.02 -- 0. 4 - - 23
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1235 0.3120 0.2229 0.2908 0.2048 0.1788 0.1560 0.3120
13-FAgRICATION CAPITAL,- 9REACTORrn 0 yni n i-i- n -? i4an -16a7 n I ar7 aa0S7 a..12
NET FUEL CYCL:E COST 19260 2 1587 105048 2_0490. 1 7101 1 Q7Q3 1 Rzbs; 1 Q141
14-PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 392 3 27 3 ?92-7- 3-927 3 9977 1 77 3-7 97 3927
15=OPERATING COSTS 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
TOTAL ENERGY COST IN MILLS/KWH 6.4187 6.6514 6.2975 6.5419 6.2028 6.4720 6.3632 6.4068 0%








UUwp- F-4-U-&I-AGEO -AT -~--.5100- YEARS
MAX. TO AVEgRAGE POWER -UES 4t-4S-T-T O- CYGLE*N0 XE---442*v - -
-- 04-4E4R---- -- - -------"TA ZQNF U.IHRG
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 26687.
MAXIMUM gURNUP IN MWD/TONNS - 29251 --
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 3.1099
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U1 - 21141 - --- - -~-- __
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20345-.6
URANIUM-235 WO! IN DISCHG-ARGE - 0-926---- _ _______
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 174.3
PLU*IONSM COK IOTTN 239,249P246242 WUS0- 0E56L2 ECTR5I0C54 0=059
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 4.2382
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF UOLLARS
1=UF6 4.7961 4.7961 3.5090 4.4384 3.2004 3.2004 4.7961 4.7961
2pFAoftCA 1011O 3_08a6 3- 103k& 30650 3 0929 3 0_ 557 3-0557 Alnaf' ! - la/.
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4-REPRGCESSiNC - 4.4;933 O.A9433 Q 493j -Q4934A-- 0 4933 p - 0.43 0.433
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0. 0.1125 0.1125
6-UF6 -REDIT -0-826- -0 82-- -- 50-8 -0 8026 -0.4895- -0-.--- 0 ..- 22L
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2563 0.2563 0.2563 0.2563 0.2563 0. 0.2563 0.2563
8-pU CrtEOif -32231 - -412,1 -1 - -. 623 &alt -- 611 0- -t A241 -1-A21
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0858 0.0860 0.0716 0.0820 0.0681 0.0681 0.0860 0.0774
10!cUF6 CAPITAL. NON REACTOR 0-0962 0..2429 Q 0 13 01-2273 -- 0U 1580 0-125 0 5' 0- .29
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1209 0.1217 0.1202 0.1213 0.1198 0.1198 0.0608 0.0909
12-UF6 CAPITAL. REACTUR 0-519i 103113 0 9369 L2' 0.96U6 0-1465 0-655 1-11-4
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.7192 0.7239 0.7149 0.7214 0.7127 0.7127 0.3619 0.5408
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 7.9817 8.9464 7.4679 8.4899 7.0728 8.1767 7.7465 7.9389
FUEL COST BREAKOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1316 1.1316 0.8219 1.0472 0.7551 0.7551 1.1316 1.1316
2-FAsRICAT IO 0:1276L 0.7323 0 '232 0 -72 2 0-7210 0 :1210) 0-1,42- fl &47l
3=SHIPPING 0.0349 0.0349 0.0349 0.0349 0.0349 0.0349 0.0349 0.0349
4-REPROCESSIN 0-11A 1AA 0 1A6 0 1164 0 116' 0 nlA64 n 11A4
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0265 0.0265 0.0265 0.0265 0.0265 0. 0.0265 0.0265
6-UF6 CREDIT -0 1949 -0 1949 -n 198 -0 L894 -n 11- 0 -n. 1949 -n.1949
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.060t 0.0605 0.0605 0.0605 0.0605 0. 0.0605 0.0605
-D'PU CREDIT 03?aan -. 220 -038n30 -0 A330 -0 .80 0 -0 l3nf4 -n lAsAn
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0202 0.0203 0.0169 0.0193 0.0161 0.0161 0.0203 0.0183
10-UF6 CAPITAL. NON REACTOR 0-0227 0 0512 0 -0404 0-0536 0-037'A 0.0296 0.0287 0-05h73
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0285 0.0281 0.0284 0.0286 0.0283 0.0283 0.0144 0.0214
12-UF, CAPIVAL. REACTOR 0.1225 0 3094 0.2211 0.2884 0 _2031 0-1761 U-1541 0-3094
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1697 0.1708 0.1687 0.1702 0.1682 0.1682 0.0854 0.1276
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.8833 2.1109 1.7620 2.0032 1.6688 1.9293 1.8278 1.8732
flIl~!!!iolml umu111111111
Table 6.6c:
ENERGY COST BREAKDOWN FOR-FUE- -DSMARGE AT--- -2.406-5YEARS - -
2.75 w/0 U 235
3-ZONE OUT-IN
CYGLE NUMBER 1
MIAX-TO AVERAGE POWER 4ECIT ySAR OF CYLE f E) p N. I2 -n-_______________________
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U 24533.
MA*IMUM BURNUP IN MW90.TONNEi W 26774!
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 2.4065
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U - 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20402.0
"fu in wau"A""E- *.6
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 169.2
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- a39,249.241,242 W!O- 0.582 0.217- 0 149 0~051
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 3.8961
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 4.7961 4.7961 3.5090 4.4384 3.2004 3.2004 4.7961 4.7961
2 AD AiON 3_12i6 ;346i, 231001 3- 13A73 3 -0878 3 878 301516 2 36Aq
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4-REPROCESSING - 0-4933 0-4.933 0-4933 0-4933 0-4933 0. 0.4933 0-93
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1128 0.1128 0.1128 0.1128 0.1128 0. 0.1128 0.1128
6 UF6 CR1EDIT - -0.999 0.9992 -0-6324 -0-9633 -0.6038 0. -0-9992 -0-9Q97
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2487 0.2487 0.2487 0.2487 0.2487 0. 0.2487 0.2487
a8p PU URCOIT 1i5;50 -45;50 m-5750 -1 s55 -1-5750 0 -1-525 -' q~h
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0667 0.0669 0.0557 0.0638 0.0530 0.0530 0.0669 0.0603
10-UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR -4.-11-7- 003024 0-2147 072824 0-1976 0-1575 0 '5''2 fl-nfl"
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1536 0.1551 0.1525 0.1544 0.1519 0.1519 0.0775 0.1164
12-UF- CAPITAL- REACTOR - 0.-4-140- 1-0460 0.7475 079749 0.6866 0576 0.230 J-0460
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.5634 0.5688 0.5595 0.5662 0.5573 0.5573 0.2844 0.4271
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 7.6637 8.5155 7.1343 8.0819 6.7585 7.9334 7.4794 7.5435
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.2310 1.2310 0.9006 1.1392 0.8214 0.8214 1.2310 1.2310
2wFA8JATiO1N 09012 0 p089 0.7957 0-8052 0 7O25 0-192r, 0_808Q fl.-&07
3=SHIPPING 0.0380 0.0380 0.0380 0.0380 0.0380 0.0380 0.0380 0.0380
4-REPRGCESSING --- O-.46 01266 0 1266 01266 -1266 0- n.171 n.12&
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0289 0.0289 0.0289 0.0289 0.0289 0. 0.0289 0.0289
6-UF6 CREDIT -0 265 -n 2565 -0,1A23 -0 247? -0-1550 n. -0.?5A5 -0.?5A5
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0638 0.0638 0.0638 0.0638 0.0638 0. 0.0638 0.0638
8-PU CREDT -0 ^0^2 -0 404 -n 404? -0 -442 -0 '1n&? 0- -n -n42 -A-4047
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0171 0.0172 0.0143 0.0164 0.0136 0.0136 0.0172 0.0155
10-UF6 CAPITAL NON REACTOR 0.0307 0 -77 0-0551 0-0775 n 05n7 0.0n4n4 BB-n n 0,0776
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0394 0.0398 0.0392 0.0396 0.0390 0.0390 0.0199 0.0299
12-UF6 CAPITAL, REAC.TOR 0 1063 0 2685 0.1918 0-250?7 0017&2 0-1483 0-1342 0.2ARS
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1446 0.1460 0.1436 0.1453 0.1430 0.1430 0.0730 0.1096
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.9670 2.1856 1.8311 2.0743 1.7347 2.0362 1.9197 1.9362
U.|110 WEill
Table 6.6d:
- ---ERGY cos BREAKD P FOR-F"UL--0SCHARGED A -- 33669 YEARS --
2.75 W/O U 23-
3-ZONE OUT-IN
CYCLE NUMBER 2
MAX-TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY--STR-T -OF-CYCLE 4-E--.-263.-
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U =26306.
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS 3.3669
URANIUM DISHARGED IN KG U =-2355.5
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20355.5
URANIUM-23S Wig IN D1ICHARGE - p.942L------- ------ - -_____________________________________
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 173.5
PILUTIONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,24:2 WO- a 611 Q0224 Q-3153 060580
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 4.1777
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 4.7961 4.7961 3.5090 4.4384 3.2004 3.2004 4.7961 4.7961
2III&ABRIGArIBI 3-i216 3 iA511 32jQ 100 3133 'Z 3 0878 3-1516 2 B&
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4-REPROGESSING -- ___ -0.-4"3-1 0-4933 0 -4 93 3 - -493--- n0 49133 0. 0-4933 0-4931
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0. 0.1125 0.1125
611111UF6 CREDIT ~ -0.-550- -0-8550 -0..S285 -0.8295 11-051085 0- -n-8550 -0-8550
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2551 0.2551 0.2551 0.2551 0.2551 0. 0.2551 0.2551
8 ru CRED~IT ..5 -16 -15155 -5 -155 0- -1.6155 1A 5
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0933 0.0937 0.0779 0.0893 0.0741 0.0741 0.0937 0.0844
1OrUF6 CAPIIAL, NON REACTOR - 049-0;!922 0-2078 -- 75 i)_1G,-494-3 0.1575 0-1464 0-292R
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1536 0.1551 0.1525 0.1544 0.1519 0.1519 0.0775 0.1164
1;2=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR - 0.549 1-4270 1, 0195~ 1-3302. 0-9366 0-8081 0.7135 1-4.70A
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.7883 0.7958 0.7828 0.7922 0.7797 0.7797 0.3979 0.5976
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 8.1720 9.2505 7.7145 8.7791 7.3066 8.4075 7.9151 8.2193
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1480 1.1480 0.8399 1.0624 0.7661 0.7661 1.1480 1.1480
2 rADRAT 1011 0.4412, 0-.7544 0_;4_P 0-7510 0-17391 0.7391 0 7' 0 44
3=SHIPPING 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354
--REPROCESSING 0.1191 0.191.- n 11891 0 1181 0- .11 0.11a1
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0269 0.0269 0.0269 0.0269 0.0269 0. 0.0269 0.0269
.-UF6 CREDIT -002047 -0-2047 -0 1265 -0-1QRA -0-1717 0- -0-7047 -0-?747
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.0611 0.0611 0.0611 0.0611 0.0611 0. 0.0611 0.0611
B-PU CREDIT 90.381I -0-22167 -0 3863 -0 3867 -0-3867 0- -0-BRA7 -0 IRA?
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0223 0.0224 0.0186 0.0214 0.0177 0.0177 0.0224 0.0202
10-IIUF6 CAPITAL. NON REACTOR nn277 n n7l n n4 00655 00458 0 0A77 n.0nn n.0n7nl
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0368 0.0371 0.0365 0.0370 0.0364 0.0364 0.0186 0.0279
12=UF6 CAPITAL. REACTOR 0-352 A-3416, 0n 7440 0-31 84 0-27 0-1934 l-17(R 0-.4414
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1887 0.1905 0.1874 0.1896 0.1866 0.1866 0.0952 0.1430
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.9561 2.2143 1.8466 2.1014 1.7490 2.0125 1.8946 1.9674
Table 6.6.:




MAX-TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE.NO XEi) -2.*93
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 27141.
MAXIMUM DUnNUP IN MiTOMNN U - 30239
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 4.4001
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U - 21141
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20333.8
URANIUM-235 H/0 IN DISCHARGE - 0,906
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 175.4
PLUTONIUM? GOMPOSITION 239,240,241,242 W1!D- 0.551 0-221 0 154 0 061
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 4.3103
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
l=UF6 4.7961 4.7961 3.5090 4.4384 3.2004 3.2004 4.7961 4.7961
2-FABRICATIO?1 3.1 216 3 .i 6 -I o a.00 - 1373 3 087s 2 09718 24 1 1& f, 7' 2
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4mREPRGCESSING 0-4933 0 4933 0-4933 0,4933 0-4933 0_ 0-4933 0-4933
5=UO2(N03)2 TO UF6 0.1124 0.1124 0.1124 0.1124 0.1124 0. 0.1124 0.1124
-UF CRET----.-7-91-5- 70.795 -0-4831 -0-7704 -0-4668 0 -0 1915 -0 915
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.2578 0.2578 0.2578 0.2578 0.2578 0. 0.2578 0.2578
0-p PUCREDT -16326 Li 626 1&.6326 -1i6326 -I1-6226 0- -1-63A26 -1-632
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.1219 0.1224 0.1018 0.1167 0.0968 0.0968 0.1224 0.1103
10-UF6 CAPITAL, NON REiACTOR 0_.1t42 0-2886 0 2048t 0-26916 0 1885 0-1575 0-1441 n-2gaA
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1536 0.1551 0.1525 0.1544 0.1519 0.1519 0.0775 0.1164
12-UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0..7299 1,9439 3-3174 3-7189 1-2-102 1.0561 0-22 1-84-4
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 1.0301 1.0400 1.0230 1.0353 1.0190 1.0190 0.5200 0.7810
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 8.6550 9.9852 8.3044 9.4790 7.8667 8.9175 8.3214 8.8903
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1127 1.1127 0.8141 1.0297 0.7425 0.7425 1.1127 1.1127
2-FABRICATION 0.-7242 0.:1312 0.71j92 0 7 2719 0-7164 n. 71164 0-7312 0 -5.Qf0
3=SHIPPING 0.0343 0.0343 0.0343 0.0343 0.0343 0.0343 0.0343 0.0343
4-REPROCESSING 0Ai145 0-134- Q145 021145 0 _145 0 . 01145 0-ll ~ A1145~
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0261 0.0261 0.0261 0.0261 0.0261 0. 0.0261 0.0261
6-UF6 CREDIT -0-1836 -001836 -0 1121_ -0 11287 -0-1083 0- -0~~~.18R__A
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0598 0.0598 0.0598 0.0598 0.0598 0. 0.0598 0.0598
80p PU REDi; 0137889 -0-3788 -0.3788 -0 3788 -0-3188 0- -0-318 -0 37RR
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0283 0.0284 0.0236 0.0271 0.0225 0.0225 0.0284 0.0256
-UF6 CAPITAL. NON REACTOR 0.0265 -00670 0n04n75 0n0625 00437 . n4As 0-03n5, n-ntn
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0356 0.0360 0.0354 0.0358 0.0352 0.0352 0.0180 0.0270
12-UF6 CAPITAL. REACTOR 0 63 047 A 056 0 3999 0.2808 0-2450 0-14 fl.477R
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.2390 0.2413 0.2374 0.2402 0.2364 0.2364 0.1206 0.1812
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.0080 2.3166 1.9267 2.1992 1.8251 2.0689 1.9306 2.0626
Table 6.6f:




MAX-TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY STROFCYCLE.N0 XE:) -2.4285___
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 26544.
MAXIMUM OURNUP IN tiWD.?TONNE U -29249
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 3.0323
URANIUM CHARGEiD IN KG U 1-43P. 
_________
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20349.4
URANIUM 235 WigO IN DISCHARGE 0-932
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 174.0
I'LUTONI!t COMPOSITION 239,240t2i1pa42 WtiO- a 0.3 2211 0.153 0 059
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 4.2155
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 4.7961 4.7961 3.5090 4.4384 3.2004 3.2004 4.7961 4.79612-FABR-ICA*ION 4-08;6 a i034 2-0650 2 092 og 20557 3.05 3-10-46.~ 2' l'Q
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.14804=RtEPRGGESSING 0-4933 0-4933 0_4932 0_49343 0 & 91" n- Q_4QA33_ n-4--
5=U02(N03)2 TO UF6 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0.1125 0. 0.1125 0.1125
6-UF6 CREDIT 
-08374 -0.8374 -0.519 -n8131 -- 469-U4- -0.837J -- 374
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.2558 0.2558 0.2558 0.2558 0.2558 0. 0.2558 0.2558
8 pu CREDIT 1Aof2e0 -t-6 L200 &A -1 6200 -1 6200)( 0. -1 6200 -i-&7nn
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0836 0.0838 0.0698 0.0799 0.0664 0.0664 0.0838 0.0755
0.0965 G0P2437 0N1719fG22800009585.4137 
-n.L21&-. 0-7 37
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1209 0.1217 0.1202 0.1213 0.1198 0.1198 0.0608 0.0909
12-UF6 CAPIT AL. REACTOR 0-5071 1n2812 9153 1 1943 0 84DS A27& 0n640_6 1-_2812
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.7013 0.7058 0.6971 0.7034 0.6950 0.6950 0.3529 0.5273
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 7.9414 8.8882 7.4219 8.4347 7.0293 8.1386 7.7120 7.8855
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1377 1.1377 0.8324 1.0529 0.7592 0.7592 1.1377 1.13772 -FABRlCATIOI& 067315 0-7362 0 7271l 0 '7337 0 7249 0-7249 0-1162 0 5500
3=SHIPPING 0.0351 0.0351 0.0351 0.0351 0.0351 0.0351 0.0351 0.03514-REPROCESSING 0 1170 0.1170 o0 70 0-1170 0-1-1-70 0- 0 '~170 0.117n
5=UO2(N3)2 TO UF6 0.0267 0.0267 0.0267 0.0267 0.0267 0. 0.0267 0.02676-UF6 CREDIT 
-0i986 -00286 -01224L -0-1929 -01179 - -0.1986 -l.18a&
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0.0607 0. 0.0607 0.0607
- -PU CREDIT 
-342 -n ang -0. 38" -n 3a43 -3843 0- -O .8A _A &A
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0198 0.0199 0.0166 0.0190 0.0158 0.0158 0.0199 0.0179UF6 CAPITAL. NON REACTOR 0.0229 0 0578 nnn0408 0n0541 07r n 09 n R 0.007
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0287 0.0289 0.0285 0.0288 0.0284 0.0284 0.0144 0.0216l2mUF6, CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.20_3 0-3039 0.2171j 0.2833 0- 1 995 0-1727 -o.45Z -0-3039
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1664 0.1674 0.1654 0.1669 0.1649 0.1649 0.0837 0.1251
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.8839 2.1085 1.7606 2.0009 '.6675 1.9306 1.8294 1.8706
Table 6.6g:
cumenev enST AcaLnnuu eno ciecs nTvrUA~eCn AT A A7AL V~AOC
2.75 WO U 235
3-ZONE OUT-IN
UVEC NUMBER 5
MAX.TQ1 AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (ST!ART OF CYCIE.NO XE) 2.4W75 
-___-____
CENTRAL ZONE DISCWARGE .
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 26734.
MAxIM UM n etRNUP IN MunoTONNc L - 29217
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 3.1075
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG 1U1- 211 
_
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20344.4
URANIU -235 W,49 IN DISCHARGE_-__0.924_________________
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 174.4
PLUTONIUM COPOSITION- ??ni?^n I1 ? ? 0- 0 562 0225 0 154 0 060
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 4.2456
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS______________
1-UF6 4 7961 47961 3 5090 4 4384 32004 3.n2n004 47961 4-7961
2=FABRICATION 3.0836 3.1036 3.0650 3.0929 3.0557 3.0557 3.1036 2.3186
3-SHIPPINC 1-490 03420 0 140 0 1480 01480 0 in 0 "0 nis0 n
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
S-UG2(N03)2 TO UF6 0-24 0>1124 0 24 01124 -0..14124 ---- __.1 1124 0. 11?4
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.8229 -0.8229 -0.5055 -0.7996 -0.4874 0. -0.8229 -0.8229
7-PU(N@3)4 TO PU 0.2.26' 0.2564 002564 A25k4 _0-.256-4--- 0.-- --. 2-54 0.264
8=PU CREDIT -1.6239 -1.6239 -1.6239 -1.6239 -1.6239 0. -1.6239 -1.6239
9-SPARES CAPITAL 09 857 np959 In 0715 0 0819 0-0680 0-0680 n nso n Q714
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0961 0.2427 0.1712 0.2271 0.1579 0.1255 0.1214 0.2427
I-FABRICATIGN CAPITAL. NON REACTOR 0>209 0>1217 0 1202 0 1.213 -n- 1- -0.4L9& -a.060Bf Q-09n
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.5184 1.3096 0.9356 1.2208 0.8595 0.7459 0.6548 1.3096
13-FABRICATION CAPITAL. REACTOR -- 71-7 07233 07143 0 '70.22 -0 l -0..Al 7 0 4-
NET FUEL CG'CLE COST J08-29 X 4A 74615 8-4898 7 0724 815 1~7 7477 7-931
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH 
_____
1-UF6 ---.- 12-97 1-2-97--4 425---.-454 -- 0.-7 0-..5 --L.I29 -L. 1291
2'FABRICATION 0.7263 0.7310 0.7219 0.7285 0.7197 0.7197 0.7310 0.5461
3-SiIPPING 0.93': 90.?039 0 0349 0 0349 0 nC349 0- 349 0. 049 n n4
4=REPKOCESSING 0.1162 0.1162 0.1162 0.1162 0.1162 0. 0.1162 0.1162
--U-2-N03)2 TO UF--- 0-0265- Q-..0265-- -. 265---n-4126 ---- 0-0265__ 00265_
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.1938 -0.1938 -0.1191 -0.1883 -0.1148 0. -0.1938 -0.1938
.--PU(N-3)4 TO PU 0 40604 00604 0-0604 0 64 - 0- 0-06-A __ .0 604
8=PU CREDIT -0.3825 -0.3825 -0.3825 -0.3825 -0.3825 0. -0.3825 -0.3825
9-SPARES CAPITAL 00202 o02n2 010168 n-, 0 3 0-4 01i60 0-0160 n02) 0"...L2-
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0226 0.0572 0.0403 0.0535 0.0372 0.0296 0.0286 0.0572
1-FAB N CAPITAL NON REACTOR -00225- 0-8-7 00283- 0-286 -- 0282--.G282 O. L -0224
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1221 0.3084 0.2204 0.2875 0.2024 0.1757 0.1542 0.3084
13-FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0-1693 0-1704 0-16,83 0_ - 6-98-- - .1-67 7-0-677 f--_0a852_ 012-73-




Cleanup of Zone 2
275 wUT U-235
3-ZONE OUT-IN
OWN FOR FL DISCHARGeD AT - 4-75104-YEARS- - - -
MAX 1TD AVERAGE; PO3WER DENSITY (START OF CYCLr OXP .42
CENTRAL ZONE DITSCHARGE -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWO/TONNE U = 22627.
MAXIMUM URNtUP 11N MWnTOANNE w -26023
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 2.0712
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U -21141L
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20452.7
UR4ANIUM-235 W.1O IN DISCHWARGE - 1-113
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 163.5
PLUTONIUM O9ION 239W2A222 WE0L 0601 0209 0-14A 0045
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 3.5934
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 4.7961 4.7961 3.5090 4.4384 3.2004 3.2004 4.7961 4.7961
2-FADICATION 320??0 3?6 3 0650 3 0929 A 7 U5577 ingA 7 1A
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4-REPROCESSINC 0-4933 0-49n33 04933 004933 0 4033 n 4933 n04gQAA
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1130 0.1130 0.1130 0.1130 0.1130 0.1130 0.1130 0.1130
6-UF6 GREDIT -1.1711 -i-3711 -0,7576 -1-1223 -Q 7182 -0-7182 1111 -1.1711
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.2404 0.2404 0.2404 0.2404 0.2404 0. 0.2404 0.2404
0 PU CREDIT 1?52?26 15225 1 5? -1 5225 -1 5??5 0 -1 ? - ?
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0571 0.0573 0.0477 0.0546 0.0454 0.0454 0.0573 0.0516
!OmUF6 CAPIFAL. NON REACTOR 0.1052 0259--0 1879 01-2486 0 1732 0 173112 0.1329 0 -57
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1209 0.1217 0.1202 0.1213 0.1198 0.1198 0.0608 0.0909
12-UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0-p3669 P.9269 0-6628 0 o8 63 - .087 - 6.a87 0-4635 n. 9'2 -_
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.4790 0.4821 0.4761 0.4804 0.4747 0.4747 0.2411 0.3602
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 7.3101 8.0547 6.7833 7.6499 6.4319 7.7140 7.1565 7.1113
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.3347 1.3347 0.9765 1.2351 0.8906 0.8906 1.3347 1.3347
2-FADI&ICATION 0.8581 0 863:7 0-852!9 0 8607 0 85rt4 o0(6 0-8637. p ('4r
3=SHIPPING 0.0412 0.0412 0.0412 0.0412 0.0412 0.0412 0.0412 0.L0412
-REPROCESSINC 0-1373 0.133 0 1373 0.1-313 0- 1373 0-37L-173 Q-1373
5=UO2(N03)2 TO UF6 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315
6-UF6 CREDIT -03259 -n 3259 -0 2108 -0 3123 -0 1999 -0-1999 - 0325S- -01259'
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.0669 0.0669 0.0669 0.0669 0.0669 0. 0.0669 0.0669
' PU CREDIT 9 ^237 -0 4237 -0 ^23 -n4237 -0 4237 0 -0 71 -0 -447
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0159 0.0159 0.0133 0.0152 0.0126 0.0126 0.0159 0.0144
10-UF6 CAPITAL. NON REACTOR 0293 0-0740 0 0523 0-0692 0n 082--0 82-0--0370 0-74
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0336 0.0339 0.0334 0.0337 0.0333 0.0333 0.0169 0.025312-UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0..102i 0_2520 0 1484 0.2404 0 164 0194 019 0.258
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1333 0.1342 0.1325 0.1337 0.1321 0.1321 0.0671 0.1002
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 2.0343 2.2415 1.8877 2.1288 1.7899 2.1467 1.9915 1.9790
Table 6.61:
--NERGY COS-T -- DAKDOW440R-FUEL Id-SCHARGE D AT
Cleanup of Zone 3
*) ''7 L I' i.*3
-7-5104 YEARS- -- -
3-ZONE OUT-IN
CY'CLC NUM8ER 8
---- X-TO AVERAGE POWE-R ENS4-T-Y-4,ST-AT-OF-CYLNO XE)-=-424
C-nMTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE -- - - - -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 11855.
U AV* UIA D I I jrfP irnmt M~l~lI . I f. 11
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS 1.0356
"1IAKI1Jti LLADC~rfi lTd Ifr-I~ 1i 21 1 Z
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20754.4
URANIUM-235 WIO IN DISCHARGE_- 1..738 
____ ________________
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 114.1
PLUTNIUM COMPOSITION 2392^0,2^1,22 W.'- 0 733 0 158 0 0n9 n 015
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 1.8827
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 4.7961 4.7961 3.5090 4.4384 3.2004 3.2004 4.7961 4.7961
2 -F ASRIC6ATI1ON 3..0836 3 103fa6 3-(365Q -.49-29----- 30557 3 -~ I IA3A 2-AR
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
-EPROESSIN- - - -04933 -4933 -- 4.4933 --. 49-33 4,"933 0.4933 0A9-3--0.4934
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1147 0.1147 0.1147 0.1147 0.1147 0.1147 0.1147 0.1147
UFCDIT6-- - - - - -. 4438 12.443- --- 75 2.2916 -418O4 - 5804- -- 2.443.& -2443_
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.1678 0.1678 0.1678 0.1678 0.1678 0. 0.1678 0.1678
18IIIPU CREDIT i - 62; -i-627 -1-0627 -1-0627 -1 -4,2Z 0-- 06i2z -1 nA27
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0286 0.0286 0.0238 0.0273 0.0227 0.0227 0.0286 0.0258
10ACR-UF- -APITAL, NON AT - - - 4,1387 - _-3504---40-2-51-- -0.3263- 0.235- 0.2305 - 0.1752 .5A. 15n4__
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1209 0.1217 0.1202 0.1213 0.1198 0.1198 0.0608 0.0909
- 2UF6 CAP-ITAL-,--AC49---------- -0- 2226- -0-4.-562----4052- --.- 522 -7 A 13L-J.3213- --08i2 -. 5623-
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.2395 0.2411 0.2381 0.2402 0.2373 0.2373 0.1205 0.1801
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 6.0473 6.6212 5.7649 6.3385 5.5184 6.4133 5.9834 5.7415
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 2.5475 2.5475 1.8638 2.3575 1.6999 1.6999 2.5475 2.5475
2 FABRICATION 1.6379 1_6485 I,28n 16428 1-623' 1,,62341 '485-
3=SHIPPING 0.0786 0.0786 0.0786 0.0786 0.0786 0.0786 0.0786 0.0786
-REPROCESS-IN - 0-.2420-- 0-.2620---0.262 -- 4.420 - .262- -0.2-620 - A2620 .262L-
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0609 0.0609 0.0609 0.0609 0.0609 0.0609 0.0609 0.0609
--UF- -REDIT- - -2 9 -9-- 0- -...2172-- -a-239L -0.8395 i-.2981 -1 - 29R1
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0891 0.0891 0.0891 0.0891 0.0891 0. 0.0891 0.0891
0-PU CREDIT -545 -0-5645 -0 565 -0 5645n 0565 0 -U 56&% -fn SA4q
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0152 0.0152 0.0127 0.0145 0.0120 0.0120 0.0152 0.0137
1 0-UF- APITAL- .NON REACTOR -4.0l7L -- 0IL --- 0-. -l33 a- .7334- U.24 -- Al02A----A4 93L 0-18 61
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0642 0.0646 0.0638 0.0644 0.0636 0.0636 0.0323 0.0483
12-UF7 CAPITAL, REACTOR Q_ 029.&7- 0-2152 0 2776 0 1---97920.12 0.1!&3 fl02QR7
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1272 0.1280 0.1264 0.1276 0.1261 0.1261 0.0640 0.0957
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 3.2121 3.5169 3.0621 3.3668 2.9312 3.4065 3.1782 3.0497
BATCH CORE AVERAGE BURNUP= 20390.
Table 6.7a: Cost Data for 3 Zone Out-in and 3.10 w/o Enrichment
.RFAKDOWN OF FNFRGY CST AVERAGFD OVFR 30.5313 YEARS
3.10 w/n 11-?315
3-ZONE OUT-IN
AVERAGE BURNUP FOR 19. CYCLES = 29816
AVERAGE TIM) FOR A CYCLE = 1.6069
FRACTION OF TIME FOR REFUELING = 0.022615
MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE) = 2.6575
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE AT EQUILIBRIUM --
AVFRAGF BURNIIP JN MWi/TONNF 11 = 309?A.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 33808
TTMF IN LjRF lr IN YFARS ; _ A1744
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DSCrHARGFI' IN k(; 1= 20232.4
URANIUM-235 W/O IN UISCHARGE = 0.988
PIIITONTIIM nICrHARGFn IN KC P11 = 187.0
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.548 0.226 0.159 0.066
mil InN nF ATL.WATT nimRs, FI FCTRTIC 4.9113
FNFRGY COST RRFAKnnWN IN Mi S/KWH
=1.FA 1.1844 1.1844 0.8740 1.0933 0.7950 0.7950 1.1844 1.1844.
2=FABRICATION 0.6570 0.6623 0.6525 0.6594 0.6500 0.6500 0.6623 0.4956
AxrW7nPPINGr. 0.0313 0.313 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313
4=REPROCESSING 0.1042 0.1042 0.1042 0.1042 0.1042 0.0149 0.1042 0.1042
S=11fl1(N[31) TO 11FA 0.0237 0.0?37 0.0?37 0.0237 0.0237 0.0034 0.0237 0.0237
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2204 -0.2204 -0.1410 -0.2119 -0.1341 -0.0331 -0.2204 -0.2204
7=P1(Nf314 TO P11 0.0570 0.0570 U.0570 0.0570 0.0570 0. 0.0570 0.0570
8=PU CREDIT -0.3610 -0.3610 -0.3610 -0.3610 -0.3610 0. -0.3610 -0.3610Q=PARFc rAPIrAt 0.0225 (1?022 p.0187 0.0214 0.0177 0.0177 0.0226 0.0205
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0248 0.0628 0.0449 0.0585 0.0412 0.0345 0.0314 0.0628
11=FARRTCATION CAPITAl, NON RFACTIR 0.0267 0.0269 0.0265 0.0268 0.0264 0.0264 0.0135 0.0202
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1442 0.3643 0.2631 0.3385 0.2409 0.2128 0.1822 0.3643
13=FARRTCATION CAPITAI, RFACTOR 0.1721 0.1735 0.1709 0.1727 0.1703 0.1703 0.0867 0.1299
NOT Fi rvC r- rnCST 1.-AA4 2.1314 1.7&47 2.013 1.6625 1.9232 1.8176 1.9123
14=PI ANT CAPITAI COSTC 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927
15=UPERATING COSTS 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 'a
TOTAL ENERGY COST IN MILLS/KWH 6.3591 6.6241 6.2574 6.5065 6.1552 6.4159 6.3103 6.4050
SPECIAL COST ANALYSIS COMPLETED - D.L.T.
Tab!e 6.7b:





CYrv F NUMBER A
MAX.Tn AVFRAGF PI0WER IiFNSITY fIfART OF cYCIFNn XFI = 2.6575
CFNTRAI 7f]NF nTSC.iAPGF --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 30926.
MAY I MilM i RiIRD IN Nun/TnNNF 11 = 33908
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 3.6179
URANTIM CHARFE TN 'C " = 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20232.4
1R0ANTIIM-235 W/O N DTSCHARGE = n-9AR
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGEU IN KG PU = 187.0
ogIInTfium rn nCITTnIN- 220 271,742 w/n= n.1 4A n.2A A-16q n-AAA
BILLIONS OF' KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 4.9113
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 5.6083 5.6083 4.1385 5.1768 3.7646 3.7646 5.6083 
5.6083
2-EA8QT CAjTIAMI I nAA q-7n 12$lg 'AA I lil'o AQ727 3-n7;)7 A- 12RO 7.3389Q
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4=RFPRnCESSING 0-4933 0-4933 L.4911 0.4933 0.4933 0. 0.4933 0.4933
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1118 0.1118 0.1118 0.1118 0.1118 0. 0.1118 0.1118
A=IlFA CRFATT -0-9307 -0-93 -- 37? -0.8990 -0.5585 0. -0.9302 -0.9302
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2749 0.2749 0.2749 0.2749 0.2749 0. 0.2749 0.2749
k=pui rkFnITT -1-7417 -1-7417 -1-7412 -1-7412 -1-7412 0- -1-7412 -1-7412
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.1103 0.1106 0.0915 0.1050 0.0866 0.0866 0.1106 0.1006
10=IIFA CAPTAI, NAN RFACTOR 0.1115 0.?817 1.2110 0.?627 0.1847 0.1476 0.1408 0.2817
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1217 0.1226 0.1209 0.1221 0.1205 0.1205 0.0613 0.0917
1?=11FA CAPITAl, RFArTlIR 0.7023 1-774 1.1812 1.64k6 1.1730 1.0215 0.8871 1.7742
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.8424 0.8488 0.8368 0.8452 0.8337 0.8337 0.4244 0.6346
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 8.9579 10.2309 8.4574 9.6635 7.9642 9.1951 8.7173 9.1867
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1419 1.1419 0.8426 1.0541 0.7665 0.7665 1.1419 1.1419
?=FARIPCATInN nA371 (I - A h7 0.634 n _.17 Q- 256 0.639 0.4762
3=SHIPPING 0.0301 0.0301 0.0301 0.0301 0.0301 0.0301 0.0301 0.0301
4=RFPRnCFqCCTNG 0.1004 - -1004 0-1004 0-1004 0.1004 0. 01004 01004
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0. 0.0228 0.0228
&=IIFA CRFnJT -0-1894 -0.1894 -0.1187 -0.1830 -0.1137 0. -0.1894 -0.1894
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0560 0.0560 0.0560 0.0560 0.0560 0. 0.0560 0.056t
8-1211 CurEDTT ( -f 34 5A -0 35C49; -0- 19;4; -QAS4 -n-1545 0L. -0-1545 -n-1545
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0225 0.0225 0.0186 0.0214 0.0176 0.0176 0.0225 0.0205
10=IEF CAPITAB , NON RFACTnR Q-07 0-0574 0.0409 0.0535 0.0376 0.0401 0.0287 0.0574
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0248 0.0250 0.6246 0.0249 0.0245 0.0245 0.0125 0.0187
17="FA rAPITAI , RFACTnR 0-1430 0-3A1? -?^09 0-1T57 0.73 a 0.2080 0.1806 0.3612
13=FABRICArION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1715 0.1728 0.1704 0.1721 0.1698 0.1698 0.0864 0.1292 0%
NET FULL CYCLE COST 1.8239 2.0831 1.7220 1.9676 1.6216 1.8722 1.7749 1.8705
Table 6.7e:
CanJV enCT QDAVnON tf U r I91 fliAiU..9:n AT ? 83?0 vARS
.10n w/n i-735s
3-ZONE OUT-IN
Vfj F NIMRFR 1
MAx-TA AVFRAGF POWFR DFNSTTY (START OF CYCLF,Nn XF) =3.112
CFNTRAI 7NF DSCHARGAF --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWO/TONNE U = 28486.
MAY TMiIM Ai RNiSp TN mwn/TnNNF ii = 309
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 2.8320
IRANIilM CHARGEO IN KG I = 71141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20295.3
I)nANIIM-?3% W/n~f IN nisCMARA1 = 1.09A
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU 182.3
piniinNTiIM rfnNonlTTTijn- 220,7&,7&1,7&7 Uf= -9 n. _ 71A n.1hA n.OsAA
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 4.5238
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 5.6083 5.6083 4.1385 5.1768 3.7646 3.7646 5.6083 5.6083
T=FAr0 A T-N &- 1A - i nA&1 I 173% IAAM A.11n3 3.1103 3 1A41 2.3950
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4=RFPRnCCT1NG 0.4Q33 Q 4933 0.4933 0.4934 0.4933 0.43 0 0.4933 0.4933
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1122 0.1122 0.1122 0.1122 0.1122 0.1122 0.1122 0.1122
6=UiFA LrF0TT -1.1306 -1.1306 -0.7?87 -1.j46 -0.6917 -0.6917 -1.1306 -1.1306
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2680 0.2680 0.2680 0.2680 0.2680 0. 0.2680 0.2680
R 1u crUFIT -1-A973 -1-6973 -1.697A -1.6973 -1.6973 0. -1.6974 -1.6973
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0868 0.0872 0.0720 0.0827 0.0681 0.0681 0.0872 0.0793
10aFA CAPTTAJ, NON RFACTrR 0.1390 0.3511 0.2521 0.3268 0.2312 0.2312 0.1756 0.3511
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1550 0.1567 0.1538 0.1558 0.1530 0.1530 0.0783 0.4178
12=11FA CAPITAI, RFACTOR (1.5666 1.4314 1.0338 1.3299 0.9465 0.9465 0.7157 1.4314
13=FABRICATION CAPI1AL, REACTOR 0.6689 0.6763 0.6638 0.6726 0.6606 0.6606 0.3382 0.5087
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 8.5671 9.6886 8.0347 9.1512 7.5670 8.9962 8.3808 8.6852
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.2397 1.2397 0.9148 1.1443 0.8322 0.8322 1.2397 1.2397
7-ApRiATiON 3-A661 -7038 [I-A0a A.7000 0.AA75 0.6875 0.7038 0.5294
3=SHIPPING 0.0327 0.0327 0.0327 0.0327 0.0327 0.0327 0.0327 0.0327
4=kFPfnCESSTNG 0.1091 0.1091 0.1091 0.1091 0.1091 0.1091 0.1091 0.1091
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0248 0.0248 0.0248 0.0248 0.0248 0.0248 0.0248 0.0243
A=11FA CREDTT -0.2499 -0.2499 -0.1611 -0.2398 -0.1529 -0.1529 -0.2499 -0.2499
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0592 0.0592 0.0592 0.0592 0.0592 0. 0.0592 0.0592
=Pil rUFDIT -nA757 -0.37q7 -0-375 -0.317? -0.3752 0. -0.752 -0.375?
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0-.0192 0.0193 0.0159 0.0183 0.0151 0.0151 0.0193 0.0175
In="FA CAPITA, NON RFACTI1R (i.-t307 0.0776 0.0557 0.0722 0.0511 0.0511 0.0388 0.0776
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0343 0.0346 0.0340 0.0344 0.0338 0.0338 0.0173 0.0260
17="FA rITAI RrACTUR n.1752 n.31A4 0.27AS 0.294t) 0.2092 0.2092 0.1.52 0.3164
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1479 0.1495 0.1467 0.1487 0.1460 0.1460 0.0747 0.1124
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.8938 2.1417 1.7761 2.0229 1.6727 1.9886 1.8526 1.9199
Table 6.8a: Cost Data for 3 Zone Out-in and 3.50 w/o Enrichment
BREAKDOWN OF ENERGY COST AVERAGED OVER 30.5619 YEARS
3.50 W/O U-235
3-ZONE OUT-IN
AVERAGE BURNUP FOR 16. CYCLES =3452
AVERAGE TIME FOTRATCYCLE 1.9101
FRACTION OF TIME FOR REFUELING = 0.018827
MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE) =2.8159
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE AT EQUILIBRIUM --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 36156.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U =39510
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 4.2493
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20094.5
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 1.044
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 199.8
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.533 0.225 0.166 0.076
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 5.7420










1.1897 1.1897 0.8847 1.0956
0.5701 0.5755 0.5658 0.5725
0.0269 0.0269 0.0269 0.0269
0.0896 0.0896 0.0896 0.0896
0.0202 0.0202 0.0202 0.0202
-0.2141 -0.2141 -0.1394 -0.2049
0.0524 0.0524 0.0524 0.0524
-0.3316 -0.3316 -0.3316 -0.3316
0.0251 0.0252 0.0207 0.0238
0.8028 0.8028 1.1897 1.1897
0.5632 0.5632 0.5755 0.4312
0.0269 0.0269 0.0269 0.0269
0.0896 0.0847 0.0896 0.0896
0.0202 0.0191 0.0202 0.0202
-0.1319 -0.1260 -0.2141 -0.2141
0.0524 0. 0.0524 0.0524
-0.3316 0. -0.3316 -0.3316
0.0195 0.0195 0.0252 0.0231
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0249 0.0629 0.0454 0.0584 0.0416 0.0412 0.0314 0.0629
11=FA8RICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0233 0.0235 0.0231 0.0234 0.0230 0.0230 0.0118 0.0176
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1680 0.4245 0.3096 0.3933 0.2826 0.2799 0.2122 0.4245
13=FABRICATION CAPITALtREACTOR 0.1744 0.1761 0.1731 0.1752 0.1723 0.1723 0.0880 0.1320
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.8189 2.1207 1.7405 1.9948 1.6307 1.9067 1.7772 1.9244
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.992T 3.9927
15=OPERATING COSTS 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
TOTAL ENERGY COST IN MILLS/KWH 6.3116 6.6134 6.2332 6.4875 6.1234 6.3994 6.2699 6.4171
SPECIAL COST ANALYSIS COMPLETED - D.L.T.
IEOW'11l11 1 illllM11 1111
Table 6.8b:





MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLENO XE) 2.8159
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWO/TONNE U = 36156.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 39510
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 4.2493
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 2C094.5
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 1.044
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 199.8
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.533 0.225 0.166 0.076
BILLICNS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 5.7420
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLICNS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 6.5471 6.5471 4.8685 6.0296 4.4181 4.4181 6.5471 6.5471
2=FABRICATION 3.1289 3.1561 3.1058 3.1406 3.0923 3.0923 3.1561 2.3623
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933
5=U02(N03)2 TO UF6 0.1111 0.1111 0.1111 0.1111 0.1111 0.111.1 0.1111 0.1111
6=UF6 CREDIT -1.0238 -1.0238 -0.6517 -0.9855 -0.6211 -0.6211 -1.0238 -1.0238
71PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2937 0.2937 0.2937 0.2937 0.2937 0. 0.2937 0.2937
8=PU CREDIT -1.8598 -1.8598 -1.8598 -1.8598 -1.8598 0. -1.8598 -1.8598
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.1439 0.1443 0.1186 0.1364 0.1117 0.1117 0.1443 0.1325
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1235 0.3247 0.2342 0.3019 0.2145 0.2145 0.1624 0.3247
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1227 0.1237 0.1218 0.1231 0.1212 O.1212 0.0619 0.0926
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.9551 2.4128 1.7593 2.2357 1.6060 1.6060 1.2064 2.4128
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.9972 1.0059 0.9898 1.0009 0.9855 0.9855 0.5029 0.7529
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 10.1857 11.8771 9.7324 11.1689 9.1145 10.6806 9.9435 10.7873
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1402 1.1402 0.8479 1.0501 0.7694 0.7694 1.1402 1.1402
2=FABRICATION 0.5449 0.5497 0.5409 0.5470 0.5385 0.5385 0.5497 0.4114
3=SHIPPING 0.0258 0.0258 0.0258 0.0258 0.0258 0.0258 0.0258 0.0258
4=REPROCESSING 0.0859 0.0859 0.0859 0.0859 0.0859 0.0859 0.0859 0.0859
5=UO2{NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0193 0.0193 0.~193 0.0193 0.0193 0.0193 0.0193 0.0193
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.1783 -0.1783 -0.1135 -0.1716 -0.1082 -0.1082 -0.1783 -0.1783
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0511 0.0511 0.0511 0.0511 0.0511 0. 0.0511 0.0511
8=PU CREDIT -0.3239 -0.3239 -0.3239 -0.3239 -0.3239 0. -0.3239 -0.3239
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0251 0.0251 0.0207 0.0238 0.0195 0.0195 0.0251 0.0231
10=UF6 CAPITAL,_NON REACTOR 0.0224 0.0566 0.0408 0.0526 0.0374 0.0374 0.0283 0.0566
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0214 0.0215 0.0212 0.0214 0.0211 0.0211 0.0108 0.0161
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR _ __ 0.1663 0.4202 0.3064 0.3894 0.2797 0.2797 0.2101 0.4202
13=FABRICATICN CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1737 0.1752 0.1724 0.1743 0.1716 0.1716 0.0876 0.1311
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.7739 2.0685 1.6950 1.9451 1.5873 1.8601 1.7317 1.8787
Table 6.dc:




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLENO XE) = 3.1112
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 33011.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWO/TONNE U = 35575
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 3.3226
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U 21141.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 20174.5
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 1.184
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 195.3
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.556 0.216 0.163 0.065
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 5.2425
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 6.5471 6.5471 4.8685 6.0296 4.4181 4.4181 6.5471 6.5471
2=FABRICATION 3.1807 3.2216 3.1545 3.2009 3.1365 3.1365 3.2216 2.4278
3=SHIPPING 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480 0.1480
4=REPROCESSING 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933 0.4933
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115
6=UF6 CREDIT -1.2863 -1.2863 -0.8437 -1.2281 -0.7964 -0.7964 -1.2863 -1.2863
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.2870 0.2870 0.2870 0.2870 0.2870 0. 0.2870 0.2870
8=PU CREDIT -1.8178 -1.8178 -1.8178 -1.8178 -1.8178 0. -1.8178 -1.8178
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.1131 0.1136 0.0933 0.1073 0.0879 0.0879 0.1136 0.1044
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1614 0.4076 0.2956 0.3783 0.2703 0.2703 0.2038 0.4076
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.1565 0.1585 0.1552 0.1575 0.1543 0.1543 0.0793 0.1195
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.7727 1.9520 1.4235 1.8086 1.2994 1.2994 0.9760 1.9520
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.7926 0.8028 0.7861 0.7977 0.7816 0.7816 0.4014 0.6050
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 9.6598 11.1390 9.1549 10.4739 8.5738 10.1046 9.4785 10.0991
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.2488 1.2488 0.9287 1.1501 0.8428 0.8428 1.2488 1.2488
2=FABRICATION 0.6067 0.6145 0.6017 0.6106 0.5983 0.5983 0.6145 0.4631
3=SHIPPING 0.0282 0.0282 0.0282 0.0282 0.0282 0.0282 0.0282 0.0282
4=REPROCESSING 0.0941 0.0941 0.0941 0.0941 0.0941 0.0941 0.0941 0.0941
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213
6=UF6_CREDIT -0.2454 -0.2454 -0.1609 -0.2343 -0.1519 -0.1519 -0.2454 -0.2454
7=PU(N03)4 TO PU 0.0547 0.0547 0.0547 0.0547 0.0547 0. 0.0547 0.0547
8=PU CREDIT -0.3467 -0.3467 -0.3467 -0.3467 -0.3467 0. -0.3467 -0.3467
9=SPARES CAPITAL
1_0=UF6 CAPITAL _NON REACTOR
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACT
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR_
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR
0.0216 0.0217 0.0178 0.0205 0.0168 0.0168
0.0308 0.0778 0.0564 0.0722 0.0516 0.0516
R 0.0299 0.0302 0.0296 0.0300 0.0294 0.0294
0.1474 0.3724 0.2715 0.3450 0.2479 0.2479
0.1512 0.1531 0.1499 0.1522 0.1491 0.1491











NET FUEL CYCLE COST
Table 6.9a: Cost Data for 5 Zone. out-in and 2.00 w/o Enrichment
6REAKDOWN OF E4ERGY -GS-T--AVERAGEO--VER 30.2-5-32 YEARS
2.00 W/O U-235
5-ZONE OUT-IN
AVERAGE BURNUP FOR 53. CYCLES = 17749
AVERAGE TIME FOR A CYCLE = 0.5708
FRACTION OF TIME FOR REFUELING = 0.065934
MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE) = 1.9912
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE AT EQUILIBRIUM
AVERAGE BURNUP JN MWO-T-NNE --- 18341.-
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 20370
T1-ME-IN-REACInR INva SY-C 12 - -16-9
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 12685.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = -12343.4
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 0.749
-PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED 4KG--PU--=--87 - -
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.593 0.228
-4Il Li. IONS-OF-KkOWM4-4OURS--EC---4-7477----- - -








7=PU(N3)4 TO -PU- -
8=PU CREDIT
-9=SPARES CAPITAL--








-- 0.0404 0.0404 0-)404----
-0.2113 -0.2113 -0.1227
- 0.0741 0.07-41 0-4741----
-0.4691 -0.4691 -0.4691
-- 0.0160 -. 0160 -0136--










-1--02-55- - - --07-187- -7-1.-7-8- - - -4.98
1.0817 1.0722 1.0722 1.0840
0-05?5 - 0-075 0 0525 0 0575




-- 0404 -40.-0404-----00-14 40404-----0-.0404 - -
-0.2085 -0.1205 -0.0144 -0.2113 -0.2113
A,-744------0 --- 004-1- ----0-074- - - -
-0.4691 -0.4691 0. -0.4691 -0.4691
a- 54-- 01M---0-31- 00160 0-0140
0.0544 0.0365 0.0297 0.0287 0.0575
-. 041- -- -0-.0434- -
0.1405 0.1919
A.168-7 -- - -0--1699- -
--0A0430- - - - 0,430- -
0.1305 0.1136
-0,14684- - - -0-"-684-
- - -0107- - - - 0-324 - -
0.1019 0.2038
- -- 208-5-1-- ---A2-7-0 ---
-- NEI -FULL -CYCLE -COST 2.2038 ' A.'7A,^- A A1 1 Z gZQ 2 2O5 2 1299 2 0355
2 14=PLANT CAP-ITAL- -CS-T-S----------------------- 392-7- --- 3-992-7- --3, 497------3-992-7------992-----.-9-92-7--- - 2-7----&-9-9-2-7- - -----3--. -
15=OPERATING COSTS 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
TOTAL ENERGY COST IN MILLS/KWH 6.6965 6.8601 6.5350 6.7714 6.4596 6.6983 6.6226 6.5282
10
SPECIAL COST ANALYSIS COMPLETED - D.L-r.
9 -- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 6.9b:






MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER 0ENSITY (START OF CYCLENO XE) =1.9912
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 18341.
MA XI MUM BURNUP IN- MWO/-ONME = 2O}7-
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 2.1629
URANIUM CHARGED IN K&-1._=-12685 --- -
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 12343.4
URANIUM-235 W/0 IN -0CLSCHARGE- - -a.749
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 87.1
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 WIU= 0.593 0.228-
BILLICNS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 1.7477










10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON -REACJTUR
11=FABRICATION CAPIfAL, NON REACTOR
12=UF6 CAPITAL, R-EAC-T-UR - -
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR
NET FUEL CYCLE COST










10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR -
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR
12=UF6 CAPITAL-EACTOR-
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR



























-- - ----- - - --- ----- --------- ------ -------- ------ -- -- -
0.15- 0.043
1.3209 1.7344 1.2156 1.2156 1.8584 1.8584
---- 155 1-8279 1-8124 1 8124 18316 .MA57








































-0--352-- -0------ .302---- -.354?------------
0.0682 0. 0.0682 0.0682
-- 4.1-805- - - - -0.- -------322 - - --. 322L - ----
0.1280 0. 0.1280 0.1280
. a''^ " -n 'li -n Oln
0.0270 0.0229 0.0229 0.0279 0.0244
- -. 0884 ---0.05-9-L --- -.- 14-17- - -0-.0467- --- 11.413 -----
0.0717 0.0711 0.0711 0.0359 0.0535
- 03332- - 0.22-&5- - - -0-.2125- - - O-.-1_76-9-- - - -0.3537- - -- -
0.2965 0.2940 0.2940 0.1486 0.2215
3.8835 3.3454 3.7496 3.6282 3.4728
0.9924 0.6955 0.6955 1.0633 1.0633
--. 0459- 1-0370 10371 1-04R0 Q7214
0.0508 0.0508 0.0508 0.0508 0.0508
*--0.2004 ---- 2-04----------
0.0390 0.0390 0.
- -0183-0- --- 33----0.--
0.0733 0.0733 0.
-AALAA -n&AJin n-
-0.2004 - - - -0.2004-- ---
0.0390 0.0390
-----0.-&43- - - --0.-I8-43 --- -----
0.0733 0.0733
-A&A&n -nAiAkn
0.0160 0.0136 0.0154 0.0131 0.0131 0.0160 0.0140
0.0534-- 0.0363--- 0.0506 ---.0338----0.0273- --. 026- .34-- --
0.0411 0.0407 0.0410 0.0407 0.0407 0.0205 0.0306
-000 --- -- 0.2Z2-4- -- --O.-L395- ---- -0.-07---- 0.-179^---Z.117R8 - - -Gn 017--- Z. 7074-----------
0.1693 0.1700 0.1685 0.1697 0.1682 0.1682 0.0850 0.1268




-- E-NERGY-CO&T -REAKDOWN- -F-0--F-UEt--DI-SCHARJGEO- AT-- - -4.4459 YEARS -
2.-00 W/O U-235- -- - --
5-ZONE OUT-IN
-- YCLE -NU'BVER - ---- - -
MAX. TO AVERAGE POWE- ENS4-TY--4-START -OF -CYLENO XE) 3.0546
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 15613.
-N4AXIMUM BURNUP INM -TO4NE U-=-172-- - - - -- -
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 1.4459
-URANIUM CHARGED IN-KG- U -12685.-- - -
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 12388.2
URANIUM-235 W/O IN--D--SCHAR-GE-=-- 0---73 -
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 80.7
- LUTON LUMH -COM P0SI TAON--2-39240-,244242 - -- .29 -0.-214 --. 5- -033
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 1.4878
















--.447-2- - -0.2694 --- 0-.-4368-
0.1186 0.1186 0.1186
1.2156 1.2156 1.8584 1.8584
1-824 5 L 82p4 5 1-rs I -1203843
0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
0.352- ---.------ -0-. 3502 --- o.35n? -----------
0.0685 0. 0.0685 0.0685





10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON--REACT-MR-- - -----
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR
4-2=UF6 CAPITAL-,- R-EACT-OR--------------
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR
NET FUEL CYCLE COST




















-0598 -- O- Z4-- ---0-14-99------------
0.0898 0.0455 0.0681
-438- - - - Z.250- - - -- 0.50 ------------
0.1979 0.1003 0.1501




4=REPROCESSING - -------- --- 0.2354
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0460
6=UF6 CREDIT - ------------------------- 0-3006
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0797
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0126
10=UF6 CAPITALt NON-REACTOR----------------4.03-1-9
1l=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0608
12=UF6 CAPITAL- REAC-T-GR---------------------06,65
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1340
1.2491 0.8878 1.1657 0.8170 0.8170 1.2491 1.2491
---- 2-.244----L--22-l--- 12403 12263 1-2261 1 2436 0-304
0.0597 0.0597 0.0597 0.0597 0.0597 0.0597 0.0597
---. 3-54-----0.-2354 ----0.2-3-54 ---- 4.-2_354---- -0---------0.2354-----0.-2354------------
0.U460 0.0460 0.0460 0.0460 0. 0.0460 0.0460
-4.3006------L----0.29-36--- - --0.75-7---- ---------306---- --0.3006------------
0.0797 0.0797 0.0797 0.0797 0. 0.0797 0.0797
-z 0 q I-5 -0 50!51 --0nsi 50 -0 -01 -fl 5051 -0 5051
0.0126 0.0107 0.0122
---0-.0806--- -4.0-5-52- - -
0.0612 0.0605 0.0610
-0.4-68-- -. 3 059---.453--
0.1349 U.1333 0.1345
0.0103 0.0103 0.0126 0.0110
-0-54-----4.-0402-- --- .0403-----0.0806----------
0.0603 0.0603 0.0306 0.0458
0-107 -----0.1336- --. 084- ---- 0.168-------
0.1330 0.1330 0.0674 0.1009 0
2.4059 2.5652 2.2273 2.4702 2.1461 2.4355 2.3429 2.2011
v *_*-0-0.040 - da w am 0 W-4 .0;j
- - - - - _w - i p h-V - - --- - - - -
NET FUEL CYCLE COST
Table 6.10a: Cost Data for 5 Zone Out-in and 2.75 w/o Enrichaent
BREAKDOW -OF- -ENERGY- -CO-S-T- -A-VEAGE-D OV-E-R -- 6-0,6T0- -A-S- - ----------
2.75 W/O U-235
5-ZONE OUT-IN
AVERAGE BURNUP FOR 34. CYCLES = 27414
AVERAGE TIME FOR A CYCLE = 0.9021
FRACTION OF TIME FOR REFUELING = 0.041274





ZONE DISCHARGE AT EQUILIBRIUM --
BURNUP- -1N- -MWW/-TONNE- U- -28603- - -
BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U 30933
REACTOR IN YEAS- .35-9--
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 12685.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN- Kr U --- 2I7-.-7- - -
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 0.841
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG-P4- -
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.545 0.233
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT- HOURS, ELECTRIC =-- 2.7256- -
0.156 0.066
ENERGY COST BREAKDOWN IN MWL4./-KH--






7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU -
8=PU CREDIT
9=SPARES CAPITAL -------




NET FUEL CYCLE-COST----------- --
14=PLANT CAPI TAL CSS------- --
15=OPERATING COSTS
TOTAL ENERGY COST IN MILLS/KWH





















































1.8716 2.0970 1.7525 1.9913 1.6611 -1.8862-
1-.-101L6- - - - -1,1016
0.7143 0.5340
n nAAn n naAzn
0.0071 0.1341 0.1341
0.00-14 -0.0258- --- 0.0258 -- -
-0.0188 -0.1827 -0.1827




0.0285 -00145--- --- 02-1-
0.1789 0.1532 0.3064
0.1699 0.0863 .0.1291 - - -
' Q1AQ 11 QA
-3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 -- 3.9927 - 3-9-927
0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000











MAXTO- -AVERAGE -POWER- DENSIT-Y- 4START- OF -C-YCLENO XE - -- 1511 -
CENTRAL ZONE -ISC+NARGE --- ---- -
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 28603.
MAXUIU thIURN fn M Uf/TONNM= 12022
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 3.3579
-URANIUM CHARGED N KG-4-= -12685-.-- -
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 12177.7
URA- -W-/-IJ-N- -1 -SChARGE -;-- -0-.-84-------
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 107.4
*)aT~iaUelOffTAJ. ,RC&flIkJ0 4 Lk n A2 1' n -I C, A 0-066
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 2.7256
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1=UF6 2.8778 2.8778 2.1054 2.6631 1.9203 1.9203 2.8778





rnno e I r .
9=SPARES CAPITAL
-0'=UF-6- -CAP-I-T-AL-,-N ON- -RE-AC-TR- ----- - - ----
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR
42=UF6 -TAt,- EACTOR -------------------
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR
NET FUEL CYCLE COST















































0 .903 - --0.0-754 -
0.0719 0.0719


















4.9616 5.5609 4.6377 5.2783 4.3934 4.9792 4.8068 4.9472
1=UF6 1.0558 1.0558 0.7725 0.9771 0.7045 0.7045 1.0558 1.0558
2-FABP ICATION 0_1a 678 0*6832 U-6747 068-- 0-6727 0-6727 0-6832 0_5104
3=SHIPPING 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326
4- -REPOCESSING-------------------------------285 ----5------O.2 - -0-.-1- -- 0--- -- 0.. - ------.----- --
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0247 0.0247 0.0247 0.0247 0.0247 0. 0.0247 0.0247
-64UF-6--CREO-------------------------------- -41-495--- -0.49Z" ---- 8-88-- -. 146-5- -- -866--- _ ----- f---.49-5- 149----------
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0579 0.0579 0.0579 0.0579 0.0579 0. 0.0579 0.0579
a-PIU1 CREDIT -0-3668 -0-3668 -0.^66^ -003668 -0.3668 0 -0.3668 -0-36A-
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0204 0.0204 0.0170 0.0195 0.0162 0.0162 0.0204 0.0184
-10=UE6- -CAP-I--A-- -NON- REACT-O-- - -- -0-U202- - - -0-.050-9 - -0..35-9- - - .-04-Th- - - -0-4.33-1- - - --002-76- - --0.025-5- -- -a.05L9 - - -----
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0266 0.0268 0.0265 0.0267 0.0264 0.0264 0.0134 0.0200
1A2-6--CAP-1T-,- 4tEACT-R--------------------4L --- _.-a5--- -04.&6- -- 4.2830-- --0-.1-9-9-2-- - 0 .1-7-7-- -- -15M8-----0 .-3035-- - - ---
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1710 0.1721 0.1699 0.1715 0.1694 0.1694 0.0860 0.1285 0%
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.8204 2.0403 1.7015 1.9366 1.6119 1.8269 1.7636 1.8151
--- - - - - -- - --- -
-- ---
._ - -
- - -. -
_n 9997-
Table 6.10c:
- ENERGY COST BREAKOWN FOR F-UEL DISCHARGEO. AT- 2424- YEARS
2.75 W/O U-235 - -
5-LONE OUT-IN
CL-E NUMBER -





BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 24660.
RhlD~IlD IN Mun/roiTfml - A1
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 2.4247
URANIUM CHARGED I2-8------ -.----------------------------------------
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 12239.3
-URANIU-2-35 W/0-0MO -SCHARGE~---.--L-------------------------------------
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 102.1
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 73Q,240.;'41,742 W/n= n 5R1i 0. 1)140 Q.u51
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 2.3499
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
2.8778 2.8778 2.1054 2.6631
I1 f7 12 1~ I onin I Da t I a 1 ) If.L
3=SHIPPING 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
4 REPROCESSiNG ------------------------------ Z.3502 - -- O-.3502--- -0.3502--n - O-.3502-
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0676 0.0676 0.0676 0.0676
4=UF6-C&ED-T ------------------------------ 0-.-582----&82---.4-- -0-.5675
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.1501 0.1501 0.1501 0.1501
n=PU __ED I T- -0.9.07 -I - 5O7 -n 5-7 - -9507.
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0403 0.0405 0.0337 0.0386
-la-UF6. CAPL TAL, NONN- RACTOR- - -------- 4-)709- -0 79- - -- .-121-2- ---0-.L612-
1L=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0922 0.0930 0.0915 0.0926
-- F CAP-ITL-,--ACTR--------------------- 2-4-95 - -- 6303- --0450-4-- ---. 5875
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.3406 0.3439 U.3383 0.3423
1.9203 1.9203





0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0883
-"-.3502---- --- -------- 0-350? -- 35 2 ----------
0.0676 0. 0.0676 0.0676
_--0.-35-48_ __ --------- -5 _ - ?-
0.1501 0. 0.1501 0.1501
-0-9507- n. -n-9507 -C- 957

















NET FUEL CYCLE COST
FUEL COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6
'-2- Anir ATn IlU
4.6621 5.1734 4.3414 4.9123 4.1151 4.7656 4.5502 4.5895
1.2247 1.2247 0.8960 1.1333 0.8172 0.8172 1.2247
n-7071 n) AnA n_ -o n anI n TaRA& Qn-aRA n-AnA7
1.2247
n.-An'&A
3=SHIPPING 0.0378 0.0378 0.0378 0.0378 0.0378 0.0378 0.0378 0.0378
RE-PROCE-SIN-------------------------------0.-1- - ---1-4-9- -- 04-490- ----A-490- -.- 1-4-9-0- -- 0.----------149-0---.-1-49---- ---
5=U02(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0288 0.0288 0.0288 0.0288 0.0288 0. 0.0288 0.0288
-=UF-LREBL--------------------------------- &.2-503- ---.2-5 --- 1-580- ---.245- ---. 5-1M -- 0-.---------- ----A.-25.3-----------
ThPU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0639 0.0639 0.0639 0.0639 0.0639 0. 0.0639 0.0639
S-P'" CREDIT -0 4046 -0 4n46 -O 4046 -0 4046 -0 4046 0 -0-4046 -0 04A
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0172
-1-UF-6- LAPTL,-NON- RE-AC0TR. ------ -- ------ ZO3Z -
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0392
12-=-UF6-LAPITA.L,-REAC.TOR-------------------- .1062--
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1450
0.0172 0.0143 0.0164
-042762- -0_--a54- - --0-471W
0.0396 0.0390 0.0394








--- 0-.402- - --0.-3&L - - - --0-72-
0.0388 0.0198 0.0297
-a.486--- M 4 - 2-^8? ------ -
0.1434 0.0732 0.1099 00%
1.9840 2.2016 1.8475 2.0904 1.7512 2.0280 1.9364 1.9531
1=UF6
'1 111111111 1
NET FUEL CYCLE COST
Table 6.11 a n st Dta n for 5 one Out-in and 3 10 w/o Enrichment
BREAKDOWN OF ENERGY COST AVERAGED OVER 30.9590 YEARS
3.10 W/O U-235
s-7NF 0iiT-rN
AVFRAGF RiRNOiP FOR 29. CYCI Fs = 3]a11
AVFRAGF TIMF FOR A CYCIF = 1.0676
PnArTTnN ng TTMP rOn DIlPIr- Thci = n-AiEAQA
MAX.Tl AVFRAGF POWFR OFNSTTY (FOIB IRRIIM CYCI) =2.2567
CFNTRAI -7fNF DISCHAROF AT FQ1111 TRRTIlM --
AVERAGE BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 33370.
MAX T MilM -IAIRNIIP TN mW/ TONNF li =35N11
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS 3.9367
URANIUM CHARGFO IN KG. ti= 1?685.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 12102.2
UlRANTM-73' Un IN DIST'CHAR.F = n 8R?
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU 114.8
PIllTONT11M CnMPnclTTTnhN- 2q,240,241,242 W/n= 0.529 0.234- Q.16? 0.075
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 3.1799
ENERGY COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1101 1.1101 0.8192 1.0247 0.7452 0.7452 1.1101 1.1101
nFARRTCATTAN O.6159 0.6?CR 0.117 0.6182 0.6093 0.6093 0.6208 0.4646
3=SHIPPING 0.0293 0.0293 0.0293 0.0293 0.0293 0.0293 0.0293 0.0293
4=RFPROCFSTNG 0.1155 0.1155 0.1155 0.1155 0.1155 0.0105 0.1155 0.1155
5=UO2(NO3)2 TO UF6 0.0221 0.0221 C.0221 0.0221 0.0221 0.0020 0.0221 0.0221
6=I]F6 CRFOIT -0.1775. -0.1775 -0.1114 -0.1715 -0.1066 -0.0254 -0.1775 -0.1775
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0544 0.0544 0.0544 0.0544 0.0544 0. 0.0544 0.0544
R=PIl CRFlIT -0.443 -0.443 -0.3443 -0.3443 -0.3443 0. -0.3443 -0.3443
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0227 0.0228 0.0188 0.0216 0.0178 0.0178 0.0228 0.0207
10=IIF6 rAPTTAI NflN. RFACTOR_ 0.0224 0.0565 0.0405 0.0526 0.0371 0.0320 0.0283 0.0565
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0251 0.0253 0.0249 0.0252 0.0248 0.0248 0.0126 0.0189
12=lF6 CAPITAl , RFACTOlR 0.1414 0.3573 0.2581 0.3320 0.2363 0.2123 0.1786 0.3573
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1735 0.1749 0.1723 0.1741 0.1716 0.1716 0.0874 0.1309
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.8106 2.0672 1.7110 1.9539 1.6125 1.8294 1.7602 1.8586
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927
15=PFRATTNG C% T 0.5000 r.5000 G.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
TOTAl FNFRrV CCs-T TN MTll/(KWH A033 . l554 6.037 6.4466 6.105? 6.321 6.2529 6.3513
SPFCTAI CO'ST ANAl YSTS COMPI FTFD - 0.1 .T.
Tabl- 6.11 b






MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,NO XE) = 2.2567
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVFW1AGF tIRRNIIP IN MWDITONNF t1 = 33170.
MAXIMUM hURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 35816
TIMF IN RFACTiIR IN YFARS = 3.9367
URANIUM CHARGEC IN KG U = 12685.
uRANIUM OISCIHARGFO IN KG iU = 12102.o
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 0.882
PiIiTFtNiiM flDSCHARCFO IN K' Pi = 114.
PLUTONIUM COMPCSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.529 0.234 0.162 0.075
gi i IONS OF KIlOWATT HOuRS, Fi FCTRIC = 3.1799
FUFI nOsT BRFAKDOWN iN Mit I TONS OF LOU ARS
1=ttFA 3.3651 3.3651 2.4832 3.1062 2.2588 2.2588 3.3651 3.3651
2=FABRICATION 1.8628 1.8768 1.8504 1.8691 1.8437 1.8437 1.8768 1.4034
3=SHIPPING 0.0888 1.0888 C.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
4=REPROCESSING 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0. 0.3502 0.3502
5=102(Nfl3I2 TO (IF6 0.0669 0.0669 0.0669 0,0669 0,0669 0. 0.0669 0.0669
6=UF6 CREDIF -0.4460 -0.4460 -0.2697 -0.4352 -0.2613 0. -0.4460 -0.4460
7=PlI(Nn3l4 TO Pil Q.1687 0.1687 0.11687 0.1687 0.1687 0. 0.1687 0.1687
8=PU CREDIT -1.0687 -1.0687 -1.0687 -1.0687 -1.0687 0. -1.0687 -1.0687
9=SPARFS CAPITAi 0.0720 0.0722 0,0597 0,0686 0.0565 0.0565 0.0722 0.0657
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0635 0.1603 0.1145 0.1495 0.1052 0.0886 0.0802 0.1603
11=FARRICATION CAPITAI , NON RFACTOlR 0.0730 0.0736 G.0725 0.0733 0.0723 0.0723 0.0368 0.0550
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.4454 1.1252 0.8128 1.0456 0.7441 0.6669 0.5626 1.1252
1A=FARRICATION CAPITAI. kFACTOR 0.550 0.5541 0.5463 0.5519 0.5444 0.5444 0.2771 0.4143
NFT FlFI CYCIF COST 5.5918 6.3874 5.2757 6.0348 4.9695 5.6199 5.4308 5.7490
FUFI CflST ARFAKOOWN IN MilLS/KWH
1 =IFA 1.I3 1.0583 .i7809 0.9768 0.7104 0.7104 1.0583 1.0583
2=FABRICATION 0.5858 0.5902 0.5819 0.5878 0.5798 0.5798 0.5902 0.4413
3=SHTPPING 0.0279 0.0279 G.0279 0.0279 0.0279 0.0279 0.0279 0.0279
4=REPROCESSING 0.1101 0.1101 0.1101 0.1101 0.1101 0. 0.1101 0.1101
5=UO2(N0312 TO 11FA 0.0210 0.0210 0.0210 0.0210 0.0210 0. 0.0210 0.0210
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.1403 -0.1403 -0.0848 -0.1369 -0.0822 0. -0.1403 -0.1403
7=PI(NOl14 TO PHt 0.0531 0.0531 0.0531 0.0531 0.0531 0. 0.0531 0.0531
8=PU CREDIT -0.3361 -0.3361 -0.3361 -0.3361 -0.3361 0. -0.3361 -0.3361
9=SPARFS CAPITAl 0.0227 0.0227 0.0188 0.0216 0.0178 0.0178 0.0227 0.0207
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTGR 0.0200 0.0504 0.0360 0.0470 0.0331 0.0278 0.0252 0.0504
11=FARRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0230 0.0231 0.0228 0.0230 0.0227 0.0227 0.0116 0.0173
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1401 C.3539 0,2556 0.3288 0.2340 0.2097 0.1769 0.3539
13=FARRTCATION CAPITAl, RFACTfiR 0.1730 0.1743 0.1718 0.1735 0.1712 0.1712 0.0871 0.1303
NFT FkJFI CYCIF COST 1.7585 2.0087 1.6591 1.8978 1.5628 1.7673 1.7079 1.8080 ft
j I -I -I ) I I
Tahima 6. lIs




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,ND XE) 3.0546
CENTRAL LONE DISCHARGE --
AVFRAC.F RIlRNilIP IN MWOI/TONNF i1 = 28719.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 30820
TIMF IN RFACTOR IN YFARS = 2.8668
URANIUM CHARGEC IN KG U = 12685.
URANIUM DISCIHARGFD IN KG U = 12173.17
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 1.082
PlilTONTIUM FISClARf.FD IN KG P11 = In-.0
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.567 0.219 0.156 0.058
Ill IONS OF KTirWATT h-OEURS, FIECTRIC = 2.7366
FUFI COST MRFAKDOWN IN Mill TONS OF 001.LARS
1=11F& 3.3651 3.3651 2.4832 3.1062 2.2588 2.2588 3.3651 3.3651p
2=FABRICATION 1.8895 1.9105 1.8752 1.9001 1.8663 1.8663 1.9105 1.4370
3=SHIPPING 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
4=REPROCESSING 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0. 0.3502 0.3502
5=&12(N03)2 Til UF6 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0. 0.0673 0.0673
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.6625 -0.6625 -0.4256 -0.6361 -0.4044 0. -0.6625 -0.6625
7=PaiIN3)14 Tn Pil 0.1617 bI.1617 0.1017 0.1617 0.1617 0. 0.1617 0.1617
8=PU CREOIT -1.0241 -1.0241 -1.0241 -1.0241 -1.0241 0. -1.0241 -1.0241
9=SPARFS CAPITAl 0.0527 0.0529 0.0437 0.0502 0.0414 0.0414 0.0529 0.0482
10=UF6 CAPIFAL, NON REACTOR 0.0822 0.2078 0.1493 0.1933 0.1369 0.1111 0.1039 0.2078
11=FARkTCATInlN CAPtTAl , NON RFACTOR 0.0930 0.0940 0.0923 0.0935 0.0918 0.0918 0.0470 0.0707
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.3428 0.8660 0.6254 0.8046 0.5726 0.4857 .0.4330 0.8660
13=FAARTCATTnN CAPITAl , RFACTrOR 0.4063 0.4108 0.4C32 0.4086 0.4013 0.4013 0.2054 0.3090
NFT FliFI CY(iF COST 5.2130- 5.8885 4.8906 5.5645 4.6086 5.3452 5.0992 5.2852
FIFI COST *SRFAKi)DWN TN MIllS/KWH
1=IIFA 1.2297 1.2297 0.9074 1.1351 0.8254 0.8254 1.2297 1.2297
2=FABRICATION 0.6904 0.6981 0.6852 0.6943 0.6820 0.6820 0.6981 0.5251
3=SIHlPPINf; 0.0324 0.0324 0.0324 0.0324 0.0324 0.0324 0.0324 0.0324
4=REPROCESSING 0.1280 0.1280 0.1280 0.1280 0.1280 (. 0.1280 0.1280
5=t102(Nn12 TO UF6 0.0246 0.0246 0.0246 0.246 0.0246 0. 0.0246 0.0246
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2421 -0.2421 -0.1555 -0.2324 -0.1478 0. -0.2421 -0.2421
7=Pil(N6114 Tn pu n.0591 0.0591 0.0591 0.0591 0.0591 0. 0.0591 0.0591
8=PU CREDIT -0.3742 -0.3742 -0.3742 -0.3142 -0.3742 0. -0.3742 -0.3742
9=SPARFS CAPITA) 0.0193 0.0193 C.0160 0.0184 0.0151 0.0151 0.0193 0.0176
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0301 0.0759 0.0546 0.0707 0.0500 0.0406 0.0380 0.0759
11=FARfICArrON CAPrTAI , NON RFACTOR 0.0340 0.0344 0.0337 0.0342 0.0336 0.0336 0.0172 0.0258
12=0F6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1253 0.3164 0.2285 0.2940 0.2092 0.1775 0.1582 0.3164
11=FARRTCATIEN CAPITAi PRFACTHR1 0.1485 0.1501 0.1473 0.1493 0.1466 0.1466 0.0751 0.1129
NET FUFI CYCiiF COST 1.9049 2.1518 1.7871 2.0334 1.6841 1.9532 1.8634 1.9313 %0
',I!P!E.I EEl
Tabla 6.12a: Cost Date for 5 Zona Out-ln and 3-50 /o Enarihnment
BREAKDOWN OF ENERGY COST AVERAGED OVER 30.1264 YEARS
3.50 W/O U-235
5-7NF Ol3-IN
AVFRAGF RtiRNUiP FOR 24. CYCLES =36502
AUFRAr.F TTMF FflR A CYCIF = 1.553
FRACTION OF TIMF Fnk RFFI]FITNG; = 0.0?29286
MAX.TO AVFRAGF POWFR DFNSITY (FOUILIBRIUM CYCLE) = 2.3170
CFNTRAL 70NF DISCHARGE AT FOUILTHRIUM --
AVERAGE BURNUP.IN MWD/TONNE U = 38550.
MAXIMUM lIURNUIP IN MWD/TANNF U =411l4
TIME IN REACTOR IN YEARS = 4.5416
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG HI 12685.
URANIUM DISCHARGED IN KG U = 12020.5
URANIUM-235 W/G IN DISCHARGE = 0.937
PLUTONIUM DISCHARGED IN KG PU = 122.0
PIIurnNIUM rnMPnSITJnN- ?29.740.?41.242 Win= 0.516 0.234 P.167 0.083
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT HOURS, ELECTRIC = 3.6734
ENERGY COST BREAKDOWN IN MILLS/KWH
1=UF6 1.1294 1.1294 0.8398 1.0401 0.7622 0.7622 1.1294 1.1294
2=FAARICATTON .. 5413 0.5465 0.5374 0.5436 0.5348 0.5348 0.5465 0.4095
3=SHIPPING 0.0255 0.0255 0.0255 0.0255 0.0255 0.0255 0.0255 0.0255
4=RFPROCFSS[NG 0.1007 0.1007 0.1007 0.1007 0.1007 0.0144 0.1007 0.1007
5=UO2(tO3)2 TO UF6 0.0192 0.0192 0.0192 0.0192 0.0192 0.0028 0.0192 0.0192
6=11F6 CRFDIT -0.1790 -0.1790 -0.1149 -0.1719 -0.1092 -0.0344 -0.1790 -0.1790
7=PU(NO3)4 TO PU 0.0503 0.0503 0.0503 0.0503 0.0503 0.. 0.0503 0.0503
R=PII CRFDIT -0.3186 -0.3186 -0.3186 -0.3186 -0.3186 0. -0.3186 -0.3186
9=SPARES CAPITAL 0.0252 0.0253 0.0208 0.0239 0.0195 0.0195 0.0253 0.0232
10=11F6 CAPITAI, NON RFACTOR 0.0228 0.0577 0.0417 0.0536 0.0382 0.0334 0.0288 0.0577
11=FABRICATION CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0222 0.0224 0.0220 0.0223 0.0219 0.0219 0.0112 0.0168
12=tUF6 CAPITAL, RFACTOR 0.1644 0.4154 0.3030 0.3849 U.2765 0.2506 0.2077 0.4154
13=FABRICATION CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1749 0.1766 0.1736 0.1756 0.1727 0.1727 0.0883 0.1323
NET FUEL CYCLE COST 1.7783 2.0713 1.7003 1.9491 1.5938 1.8034 1.7352 1.8824
14=PLANT CAPITAL COSTS 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927 3.9927
15=OPFRATING CCSTS 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000
TOTAl FNFUR.Y COST IN Mill ;/KWH 6.2710 6.5640 6.1y30 6.4418 6.0865 6.2961 6.2279 6.3751
SPECIAL COST ANALYSIS COMPLETED - 1.-..T.





MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLENO XE) = 2.3170
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVFRAnF RIIRNIlP IN MWD/TONNF i = 3R550.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 41140
TIMF TN RFACT(IR IN YFARS = 4.5416
URANIUM CHARGED IN KG U = 12685.
URANIUM DISCHARGFD IN KG t] = 12020.5
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 0.937
PIIITONTiIM DISCHARGFO IN KG. Pil = 12 0
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/0= 0.516 0.234 0.167 0.083
RI TONS OF Ki nWATT HOURS, FIECTRTC = 3.6734
FUIFI COST RRFAKDOWN IN MT I TONS OF DOLLARS
1=11FA 3.924 3.9?84 2.9212 3.6179 2.6510 2.6510 3.9284 3.9284
2=FABRICATION 1.8774 1.8937 1.8635 1.8844 1.8554 1.8554 1.8937 1.4 114
3=SHTPP IN 0.08RA 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
4=REPROCESSING 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0. 0.3502 0.3502
5=llnlN0312 TO 11F6 0.0664 0.0664 0.0664 0.0664 0.0664 0. 0.0664 0.0664
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.4998 -0.4998 -0.3085 -0.4851 -0.2969 0. -0.4998 -0.4998
7=90iJNO3)4 TO Pil 0.1793 0.1793 0.1793 0.1793 0.1793 0. 0.1793 0.1793
8=PU CREDIT -1.1354 -1.1354 -1.1354 -1.1354 -1.1354 0. -1.1354 -1.1354
9=SPARFS CAPITAI 0.0973 0.0925 0.0761 0.0875 0.0716 C.0716 0.0925 0.0850
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0736 0.1858 0.1342 0.1727 0.1228 0.1039 0.0929 0.1858
1I=FARRITCATION CAPITAl, NON RFACTOR 0.0736 0.0742 0.0731 0.0739 0.0727 0.0727 0.0371 0.0556
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.5970 1.5083 1.1001 1.3975 1.0041 0.9030 0.7542 1.5083
1 =FARRTCATTON CAPITAl , kFACTOR 0.6395 0.6450 0.6347 0.6419 0.6320 0.6320 0.3225 0.4828
NFT FLuFI CYCIF COST 6.3312 7.3775 6.0436 6.9399 5.6621 6.3784 6.1708 6.7128
FUEF. COST BRFAKDOWN IN MILIS/KWH
1=11FA 1.0694 1.0694 0.795? 0.9849 0.7217 0.7217 1.0694 1.0694
2=FABRICATION 0.5111 0.5155 0.5073 0.5130 0.5051 0.5051 0.5155 0.3859
3=SHIPPING 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242
4=REPRUCESSING 0.0953 0.0953 0.0953 0.0953 0.0953 0. 0.0953 0.0953
5=Iln2iNO3)2 TO lJF6 0.0181 0.0181 0.0181 0.0181 0.0181 0. 0.0181 0.0181
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.1361 -0.1361 -0.0840 -0.1321 -0.0808 0. -0.1\361 -0.1361
7=PutJN3Al4 Tn 911 .04RR 0.04R8 0.0488 0.0488 0.0488 0. 0.0488 0.0488
8=PU CREDIT -0.3091 -0.3091 -0.3091 -0.3091 -0.3091 0. -0.3091 -0.3091
9=SPAkFS CAPITAI 0.0251 0.0252 0.0207 0.0238 0.0195 0.0195 0.0252 0.0231
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0200 0.0506 0.0365 0.0470 0.0334 0.0283 0.0253 0.0506
11=FAfICATION CAPITAI, NON RFACTOR 0.0200 0.0202 0.0199 0.0201 0.0198 0.0198 0.0101 0.0151
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1625 0.4106 0.2995 0.3804 0.2733 0.2458 0.2053 0.4106
13=FARRTCATTON CAPITAl, RFACTOR 0.1741 0.1756 0.1728 0.1747 0.1720 0.1720 0.0878 0.1314
NFT FilF CYCI F COST 1.7235 2.0084 1.6452 1.8892 1.5414 1.7364 1.6799 1.8274
" !111I111IIInlN I H111 1111111111
Table 6,19-2@




MAX.TO AVERAGE POWER DENSITY (START OF CYCLE,NO XE) = 3.0547
CENTRAL ZONE DISCHARGE --
AVFRA(F RIlRNIlP IN MMiO/TONNF li 33159.
MAXIMUM BURNUP IN MWD/TONNE U = 35412
TIME IN RFACTOR TN YEARS = 33506
URANIUM CHARGEC IN KG U = 12685.
URANIUM OTSCHARGFD IN KC 11 = 1?102.4
URANIUM-235 W/O IN DISCHARGE = 1.171
PillTONitiM pTSC-iARGEO IN KG Pi = 117.
PLUTONIUM COMPOSITION- 239,240,241,242 W/O= 0.555 0.218 0.163 0.06't
R I TONS OF K lIOWATT HOURS. Fi FCTRI&C = 3.1598
FlFi COST ARFAKDOWN IN Mill TONS OF D01 tARS
1=IIFA 4.9284 3.924 2.9212 3.6179 2.6510 2.6510 3.9284 3.9284
2=FABRICATION 1.9085 1.9330 1.8927 1.9206 1.8819 1.8819 1.9330 1.4567
3=SHTPPING 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0,0888
4=REPROCESSING 0.3502 0.3502 C.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502 0.3502
5=l10?iNn31? ro IlF6 0.0669 0.0669 0.0669 0.0669 0.0669 C.0669 0.0669 0.0669
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.7572 -0.7572 -0.4955 -0.7234 -0.4681 -0.4681 -0.7572 -0.7572
7=P[I(N0314 TO PH 0.1732 0.173 Q.J71? 0.1732 0.1732 0. 0.1732 0.1732
8=PU CREDIT -1.0971 -1.0971 -1.0971 -1.0971 -1.0971 0. -1.0971 -1.0971
9=SPARFS CAPTIAI 0.0684 0.0687 0.0565 0.0650 0.0532 0.0532 0.0687 0.0632
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0956 0.2415 0.1753 0.2241 0.1602 0.1602 0.1208 0.2415
11=FARRTCATTON CAPITAl , NPN RFACTOIR 0.0939 0.0951 0.0931 0.0945 0.0926 0.0926 0.0476 0.0717
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTUR 0.4661 1.1775 C.8586 1.0909 0.7838 0.7838 0.5887 1.1775
iA=FaRRTrArTON rAPTTAI, RFArAnR n.4796 0.4RS 0.4756 0.48)6 0.4729 0.4729 0.2429 0.3661
NET FIlFI CYCiF COSi 5.8653 6.7548 5.5595 6.3542 5.2096 6.1335 5.7549 6.1298
FtIFI COST BRFAKOOWN -IN MillS/KWH
1=IIA 1.243? 1-24A? 0.9245 1.1450 0.8390 0.8390 1.?432 1.2432
2=FABRICATION 0.6040 0.6118 0.5990 0.6078 0.5956 0.5956 0.6118 0.4610
3=SHTPPING 0.0281 f.-0?81 0.0281 0.0281 0.0281 0.0281 0.0281 0.0281
4=REPROCESSING 0.1108 0.11C8 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108 0.1108
5=UJnlNO3)2 TO i)F6 0.0212 0.0212 0.0212 0-0212 0.0212 0.0212 0.0212 0.0212
6=UF6 CREDIT -0.2396 -0.2396 -0.1568 -0.2289 -0.1481 -0.1481 -0.2396 -0.2396
7=PfNn314 TO Pi 0.0548 0.0548 0.0548 0.0548 0.0548 0. 0.0548 0.0548
8=PU CREDIT. -0.3472 -0.3472 -0.3472 -0.3472 -0.3472 0. -0.3472 -0.3472
9=SPARFS CAPITAl 0.0217 0.0218 0.0179 0.0206 0.0168 0.0168 0.0218 0.0200
10=UF6 CAPITAL, NON REACTOR 0.0303 0.0764 C.0555 0.0709 0.0507 0.0507 0.0382 0.0764
11=FARRICATION CAPITAl, NON IFACrnR 0.0297 0.0301 0.0295 0.0299 0.0293 0.0293 0.0151 0.0227
12=UF6 CAPITAL, REACTOR 0.1475 0.3726 0.2717 0.3453 0.2481 0.2481 0.1863 0.3726
13=FAARICATTON CAPITal, REACTOR ci.151R 0.1537 C.i50s 0.1527 0.1497 0.1497 0.0769 0.1159
NET FUFl CYClE COST 1.8562 2.1378 1.7595 2.0110 1.6487 1.9411 1.8213 1.9400
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Appendix B: Derivation of Cost Coefficients
The equations for the cost coefficients are derived
below. Nomenclature is as given by Trapp (Tl).
Interest Charge on UF (FU)
A change in FU affects the UF6 capital, non-reactor
10) and UP6 capital, reactor (012)*
1+'12) = 100FU [Cl -f -W -WTF( TF+ TUPR +2 FLA(10 0 P 9 Q c 1 1 w . 2 2 OAD~
- 6 ' 6 6-WTF?(TPOST+ +2 PLOAD
d(Ul0 7 12) d(ttal) mills/kwh C0 -f -W -WTF(TB
d(FU) d(FU) P L 1 1 1 2
+TUPR + 2 T ) -C6 f6 W 6 *WTF(TPOST +
+ TH )] (B-1)2 FLOAD
F'abrication Cost (C2)
A change in C2 affects the following costs: fabrica-
tion (2), spares capital (09), fabrication capital, non
reactor ( ) and fabrication capital, reactor ( 13).
+= f2 2 WTF C2+C(FLS+TFBU-FUFB1)
+-000. TR- FCAP-SPPC -f -W -WTF
P FLO l 1 1
+ f2 'W 2WTF(C2 + C1 (FLS+ TFBU -FUFB))
+ -FW + TWPR f2' 2-WTF [C2+C 1 (FLS
+ +BU.1UB)]3~TRFW-f -W2 WTFC1(PS + B FB 2 FAD C2
+C C (FLS + TFBU -FUFB)I
.............. 
IRPRIMPIMP powill , " P'.
d(Ctotal) mills/kwhe,.





- FCAP-SPPC-f 2 ' W2WTj
-f 0m2 -WTF-FW TFBP +TWPR12 12 I 1 2 . j)R
2 FLOAD
Reprocessing Cost (DA)












d(C8 ) $/gm Pu
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WTF4 -W(t + §) (B-3)
(B-4)
. ...........
IMPIPPINROW-FOR 1111"T IRE9-9111PIOR - 111, Mp, I " .1-11 "I'll I
-
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Appendix C: SPACFX Description
In the FUELMOVE code it is neeessary to solve for the
thermal flux shape in the reactor. This is done in the
SPACFX subroutine as described by McLeod (Ml). Basically,
one writes the two group diffusion equations, eliminates the
fast flux between the two equations, writes the resulting
partial differential equation in five point difference form
and then satsifies the resulting difference equation at every
mesh point in the reactor by an iteration technique. The
iteration technique used by McLeod (Ml) was the modified
Crout reduction. This technique was found to give unsatis-
factory results at the higher enrichments used in the current
study. The extrapolated Liebmann iteration technique was
used, instead, as it gave satisfactory results.
The input and output of the SPACFX subroutine were not
changed so that the rest of the FUELMOVE code was not disturbed
by the change in iteration technique. The extrapolated Lieb-
mann technique is described in detail by Hansen (Hl). One
starts with Eq. 4C15 of (Ml) and rearranges it in the follow-
ing form:
d It+ d I6
- i, j, 
- + 'j'1,j ' e -d 1-i,j e,, -d 9 +1, j
d d
' + ' v4 (C-1)e -- 1 e -J1d 9*j+1
The subscripts i,j pertain to a particular mesh point.
Then one inserts a factor "F" as follows:
j6+1 F I,3,2 OV+1 +F di'I'930 i,j e -d 1-1,j e d 1 j
+F d+, j+ +,5
e,,- d ,1 11 j-.1 e,, -d ij~ 1j+1
+ (1,- F)01 (C-2)
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The superscript v refers to the number of the iteration
loop. It is seen that when F=1, Eq. (C-1) is again obtained.
The factor F can range from 1 to less than 2. An optimum
value of F can be found for which the computer time required
to obtain a satisfactory solution is a minimum. However,
in FUELMOVE the number of mesh points used is so small that
it was not worthwhile to optimize the factor F for every
set of coefficients. The value of 1.5 was found to be the
optimum for one case and was used throughout. The coefficients
d and e are calculated in the SPFUN subroutine as before.
The initial flux shape estimate is made in the MAIN program.
Subsequently, when the SPACFX subroutine is left and then re-
entered, the initial estimate of the flux shape is the one
previouly calculated,
The results for one fuel enrichment for which the modi-
fied Crout reduction technique gave satisfactory results were
compared to the results given by the extrapolated Liebmann
method. It was found that the two methods approached the
exact solution from different directions, one from above and
one from below. The maximum variation among the various re-




Central flux time and burnup <0.1%
As the criterion for convergence, ERROR, is reduced, the
above variations are reduced. The above results were ob-
tained with ERROR =0.001.
The extrapolated Liebmann method has a few other advan-.
tages over the modified Crout reduction method in this appli-
cation:
1. Much less computer storage space is required.
2. Only one FORTRAN statement is used for the iteration,
whereas 30 or so statements are used in the modified
I "M RP I Ir
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Crout reduction method.
Approximately the same amount of computer time is used for
both iteration methods.
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